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Annual Career Fair presents
opportunities to UMaine students
Christopher Burns
Staff Writer

Students dressed in their
finest professional attire
went from table to table,
talking with representatives from more than 120
organizations during the
16th annual Career Fair on
Wednesday, Jan. 29 at the
New Balance Recreation
and Fitness Center.
The end goal was a
promising prospect for
graduation, or a summer
internship.
“This is the best opportunity this spring semester
[for job hunting and networking],” said Paul Gagnon, assistant director of
the Career Center.
Students attending the
Career Fair were greeted
by a diverse group of employers presenting what
they had to offer. In the
Career Fair’s 16 consecutive years bringing students and employers together, this was one of the
largest offerings in recent

years.
A total of 126 organizations tabled last Wednesday, a 9 percent increase
over 2013’s fair that
brought 113 organizations
to the recreation center.
Between 2012 and 2014,
there was a 35 percent increase in the number of
organizations present. In

This increase in employer presence at the Career Fair it is a sign of a
growing confidence in the
economy after the housing, bank and auto crises
of 2008.
“We’re seeing that
things are improving,” Director of the Career Cen-

“This is the best opportunity this spring
semester [for job hunting and networking].”
Paul Gagnon
Assistant Director of the Career Center

2012, only 90 organizations were registered.
The organizations represented a diversity of
fields, from the federal
government to engineering
firms to health care and
nonprofits. Around 77 percent of the organizations
represented Maine businesses.

ter Patty Counihan said.
“There’s more recruiting
and more optimism.”
Even with the growing
optimism among students
and employers, many students are still nervous
about entering into the job
market. Student debt has
become a huge concern
for many students nearing

graduation. Finding a wellpaying job is a priority for
most students at the Career Fair. For some, finding those jobs may be difficult even as the economy
recovers. Currently, there
are three unemployed people for every job opening,
according to Politifact.
Despite the difficulties of the current market,
Counihan finds an upside.
“More students are casting a broader net,” Counihan said. In the past, students tended to look closer
to home for job openings,
but as times have changed
students have become
more flexible in seeking
employment, often finding
new opportunities a little
farther from home.
Opportunities at the
Career Fair were not just
for the soon-to-graduate.
Around 45 percent of employers at the Career Fair
were offering internships
and co-op experience for
See Career Fair on A
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Fourth-year civil engineering student Dylan Stuart speaks with R.W. Gillespie & Assc. at the UMaine Career Fair
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Student debt is an ever-increasing problem in this country. According to the Institute
for College Access & Success,
71 percent of college seniors
across the U.S. who graduated in 2013 had student loan
debt of an averaged $29,400
per borrower. Furthermore,
67 percent of Maine graduates will face an average of
$29,352 in loan debt.
Considering how difficult
it can be to find a decent job
right out of school, particularly
in today’s uncertain times, this
is a scary prospect.
On Wednesday, Jan. 29,
Maine lawmakers met in Augusta with the Legislature’s
Education Committee to pitch
ideas for a bill that would potentially see the state’s public
universities and community
colleges adopt a free tuition
model, with students paying
back the schools with three
percent of their income over a
20-year period.
The idea was pioneered in
Oregon in July 2013. The aptly named “Pay It Forward, Pay
It Back” pilot program was
approved by the Oregon state

legislature and was presented
to lawmakers by students of
Portland State University.
Maine is one of the nearly
dozen states that are currently
looking into adopting the idea.
Susan Hunter, vice president for Academic Affairs
for the University of Maine
System, was in attendance on
Wednesday to give testimony.
Hunter, along with lawmakers on both sides of the political spectrum, voiced approval
of exploring ideas similar to
those being used in Oregon.
According to Hunter, everyone was eager to exchange
ideas and discuss the possibility of implementing a program
similar to “Pay It Forward,
Pay It Back.”
“We all recognize that affordability is [becoming] a bigger and bigger issue,” Hunter
said. “We’re serious about approaching [a solution].”
At this point, the committee and state legislature are
merely looking at ideas. If the
state decides to move forward,
the Education and Cultural
Affairs Committee will then
be charged with studying different ways of implementing
See Tuition on A

Citizens
unite for
clean water
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Another milestone has
been reached for the townspeople of Orono and Veazie
in their campaign to clean up
the water being supplied to
them by the Orono/Veazie
Water District (OVWD) following two town meetings
this past week. On Monday,
Jan. 27 the town of Veazie
held a meeting to discuss adding 10 water quality test sites
in various homes following
concerns about the levels of
trihalomethane (THM) that
were measured late last year.
Another town meeting was
held on Wednesday, Jan. 29
in Orono.
This meeting was attended by the board of trustees
for the OVWD and involved
the interviewing of a possible candidate to add to the
board as well as a progress
report from the OVWD regarding their efforts to clean
up the town’s water.
Trihalomethane is a carcinogen that is created in
water lines when the chlorine that is put in the water
during the treatment pro-
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cess combines with organic
matter in a pipe. During the
first three quarters of 2013,
the THM count in the water from the OVWD was
compliant with the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). However, during
the last quarter the water
tested exceeded the maximum limit by a significant
margin, sparking residents
of Veazie and Orono to raise
their voices.
Veazie resident Joan Perkins has started the grassroots movement after learning about the problem from
nursing students at the University of Maine who presented information regarding THM levels at a Veazie
town meeting last fall.
“The one test site for Orono and Veazie, for the entire
district has been in Veazie
prior to Oct. 1 of this year,”
Perkins said. “It’s ludicrous
to say that one sample represents what everybody’s getting. That’s the problem.”
To be compliant, a water
sample must be taken from
a standpipe or water main
See Water Quality on A3
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UMaine grad wins
international prize
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

A University of Maine
graduate and faculty associate of archaeology’s
interdisciplinary research
on the late Ice Age early
human civilizations in the
Peruvian Andes won an international prize.
Kurt Rademaker, associate faculty member of
the Climate Change Institute, won the Tübingen
Research Prize for Early
Prehistory and Quaternary
Ecology. The German University awards the top doctoral student internationally from a mix of subject
areas including ecology
and archeology.
By studying high-elevation sites in Peru, Rademaker’s work focuses on
the development of human
adaptations and interactions with their environments, looking at the reciprocal changes between
humans and their environments.
His major finding, after
about 10 years of research,
is there was Peruvian life
at 14,700 feet elevation
around 12,000 years ago.
Living in theses conditions
is challenging business but
not impossible. For Rademaker, his work is multifaceted.
“It’s good to know how
we got where we are now;
we’re interested in our own
history,” Rademaker said.
“The other part of it that
has relevance for today is
that humans have impacted
environments all over the
world in ways that are profound. The history of these
impacts goes back very far
into the past. When we want
to understand an environment and how to manage it
well we have to understand
the history of the environment. That includes how
humans have impacted it
through time.”
Despite a “distorted”
perception of what life
was like in the Andes,
Rademaker and others collaborated to help clarify
their understanding of this
land before he began his
research. The human civilizations were located on
high plateau lands above a
deep valley surrounded by
ice cap-covered volcanoes.
The temperatures were
about 10 degrees Fahren-

heit colder than they are
today, but not unbearable.
Life in the Andes was
more bountiful than Rademaker first believed. The
plateau lands were grassy,
filled with wetlands and
bogs, as well as camelids,
wild descendants of llamas
and alpacas.
“It’s like the Serengeti
up there,” Rademaker said.
There were all the essentials for life: food, shelter
in the form of rock caves,
volcanic glass for tools and
plenty of plants, perfect for
fire-burning.
“Finding sites [in the
Andes] in hindsight is not
all that unexpected, considering what’s there. But it’s
been there for such a long
time it was assumed that
at such a high altitude and
being so cold at the end of
the last Ice Age, it would
be impossible to live there.
What we found is that’s just
not true,” Rademaker said,
calling the residents of the
area “some of the toughest
people” he’s ever met.
Rademaker’s work is
multidisciplinary, gathering researchers from as far
as Canada and Germany
and UMaine graduates
and students. Each member brings a different piece
to the puzzle. This interdisciplinary approach is
something Rademaker said
he learned from his work
with the Climate Change
Institute, which gave him
the research “problem of
a lifetime to work on” in
the one place he’s always
wanted to study. This initial project brought him to
Peru, which jump-started
his award-winning doctoral
research.
“I think that I think
that way because of coming through the Climate
Change Institute, where
you’re trained to be multidisciplinary and to think
about different dimensions
of a system and I think that
training is one of the most
valuable things we have at
the University of Maine. A
lot of our departments at
Maine are interdisciplinary
and we do that really well,”
Rademaker said.
Tübingen University has
a prestigious archaeology
program working on subjects ranging from Paleolithic sites in Europe to sequencing the Neanderthal
genome. Rademaker never

A group of archeologists at a dig site in Peru.

thought he’d even win the
Tübingen prize.
“They’re doing serious
cutting-edge work and a
nod from them in my direction for my work is so rewarding. These people are
doing such amazing work,”
Rademaker said. “It’s just
so encouraging to have the
work I did recognized by a
program like that.”
With an extra push of reinforcement, Rademaker’s
research has opened many
new questions, which draw
him back to Peru and atlarge South America.
“There’s a whole continent full of questions that
need answering,” he said.
During different archaeological digs, Rademaker
and his team found tools
made not of the volcanic
glass typical of that location but of stone cobbles
which are only found at
lower elevations.
Rademaker said this led
him to think that these civilizations may have lived in
more than one place, moving to high or low elevation
throughout their lives based
on season or starting in the
lowlands and bringing their
tools with them to the plateaus as they moved.
The “nature of this connection” will, according to
Rademaker, tell the story
of how South America was
first settled.
From this data Rademaker can glean information about the duration of
human settlements in this
area. Have there always
been humans and water?
Have there been dry spells
forcing humans to live
elsewhere?
The answers to these
questions will help current
residents in the high Andes
deal with issues like melting ice caps and climate
change, happening right
before their eyes, questioning their way of life. For
Rademaker this is a true
boon to archeology.
“That makes archeology
really fun — studying the
old stuff — for sure. It’s
like puzzles that you’re
working out and people
and that’s great,” Rademaker said. “But when that
knowledge can also be directly useful to living people, not just information
that’s interesting but can
actually help them in their
lives, that’s a bonus.”

Photo Courtesy of Kurt Rademaker

Fogler Library
‘Literacy to Go’ to
improve child literacy
Program to help parents and librarians aid children
Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus
Parents and librarians in
Orono and Old Town will be
given the tools and training
necessary to bridge the gap
in early childhood literacy
with the implementation of
a new “Literacy To Go” program.
“The librarians will be
more knowledgeable about
literacy and the way that we
can support literacy in the
youngest learners, but they
need to be able to communicate that with families,” said
Susan Bennett-Armistead,
one of the program’s chief
investigators and Correll
professor of early literacy.
“It’s really the family who
are the action folks.”
“Literacy To Go” is a collaboration between the Raymond H. Fogler Library and
the University of Maine’s
College of Education and
Human Development. The
program, which is funded by
a $43,000 Institute of Museum and Library Services
grant, will provide early literacy training to librarians
at Fogler Library, Old Town
Elementary School and the
Old Town Community Library.
Literacy kits, assembled
in pizza boxes, will be made
available for parents to take
home and review with their
children. The kits include
informational text as well
as a fiction book based on
a topic that would interest a child in the 3-to-5 age
range.
“We’re exposing children
to two genres: a narrative
genre and an informational
genre,” Bennett-Armistead
said.
Each kit includes three

Free tuition
from A1

the program, with a final bill
being proposed later in the
year. Hunter is confident that
the state will support the committee and thinks that the next
step could come by the summer.
“The feeling is that we will
make it out of committee,”
Hunter said. “It’s not to implement anything … details still
have to be worked out.”
According to Hunter, there
are several major problems
that need to be worked out
when implementing such a
novel program. The largest of
these is financial support for
UMS. According to the Or-

books for parents to build
a conversation around. Two
of the books are informational in nature, and one is
a fiction title that parents
can read aloud to their children. Each of the libraries
involved with the program
will receive 20 kits on different topics.
Informational texts are
factually based books about
a specified topic, ranging
from plants and trees to
winter. Bennett-Armistead

noted that exposing children
to this kind of nonfiction at
an early age is key to their
ability to navigate these
forms of text in a school setting.
Cynthia Crosser, co-investigator for the grant and
Fogler’s social science and
humanities reference librarian, said the early literacy
training sessions will also
seek to teach librarians how
to assemble their own early
literacy kits.
“The intent is that we’re
helping the librarians be
more skillful at interacting
with their families around

early literacy,” Bennett-Armistead said. She emphasized that putting actual
materials in the hands of librarians is key to promoting
that goal.
The one-year grant includes six librarian training sessions covering early
literacy promotion. The
kits and materials created
through the program will be
for the librarians to keep after the training and the data
collection cease at the end
of the summer.
The grant was received
at the end of September and
the program will go into
full effect by the end of this
month. After the one-year
grant expires, Bennett-Armistead and Cross are planning to apply for the “scaleup” grant, which would seek
to take the training statewide.
Bennett-Armistead believes this easily replicable
program format will serve
as a good model for states
similar to Maine.
“States like ours, that
have low population and
wide distribution, I think
that they’ll be looking with
interest at what we’ll be
able to accomplish here,”
she said.
Instituting the program
at both the Old Town Community Library and the Old
Town Elementary School
was a conscious decision to
ensure no child would fall
through the cracks.
Children at the Elementary School will be able to
check out the literacy kits
themselves, though BennettArmistead said that it would
be difficult for children to
handle the pizza boxes on
the bus, so they will have to
be packaged differently.

egon model, graduates would
pay 3 percent of their income
from every paycheck for 20
years after finishing their twoor four-year program.
According to the Bureau
of Business & Economic Research at the University of New
Mexico, the average per capita
personal income of Maine
residents from 2007-2012 is
$39,481. Three percent of that
income over a 20 year period
would amount to $23,688.60,
which is around $10,000 less
than the current four-year tuition cost of around $33,480 at
the University of Maine.
With the number of students that pass through the
University of Maine System,
this sort of discrepancy would
be unsustainable. Therefore,

the payment would have to
be based on whatever salary
or wage a particular graduate
is earning. This could also potentially lead to a tax increase
to support UMS.
There is also the issue of
graduates leaving Maine. This
could make tracking their employment more difficult for
the state and would give interstate cooperation the utmost
importance.
It is issues like these that
Hunter and the other members
of the committee are hoping to
tackle.
“If it passes we’ll start to
study the establishment of a
pilot program and come up
with ideas,” Hunter said. “It
just has to go through the process.”

“The intent is that
we’re helping
the librarians be
more skillfull at
interacting with
their families
around early
literacy.”
Susan Bennett-Armistead
Corell professor of early
literacy
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Career Fair
from A1

the summer, giving juniors
and sophomores options to
fill up their résumés before
the 2015 Career Fair.
Gagnon stresses the internship as a crucial step
towards employment.
“[An internship] allows
students to size up employers and employers to size
up students. It’s a two-way
street,” Gagnon said.
Many students do not

Water Quality
from A1

that is on the outskirts of the
district, the idea being that
water on the outskirts of the
town would be sitting still in
the pipes longer than water
that is closer to the general
population. Theoretically, if
the standing water in these
pipes meets regulations,
then the water that is flowing much more could only
be cleaner. Currently, the
EPA regulated maximum
level for THM in water is 80
parts-per-billion, or ppb.
After receiving a high
reading from the Veazie test
site, the water district proceeded to test at its secondary test site in the Memorial
Union, which also brought
a very high reading. Since
then, OVWD has been flushing the water pipes in an
effort to keep water from
standing in the pipes for too
long. This has brought the
THM level back down to
47 ppb, which is compliant
with EPA regulations.
According to UMaine’s
Associate Director of Safety
and Environmental Management Mike Sauda, there is
nothing concerning enough
about the readings to warrant further action from the
university.
“We feel pretty good
right now because they’re
in compliance right now,”
Sauda said. “At 100 ppb, if
you drank two liters of water every day for 70 years,
you have like a 1 in 1,000
increase chance of getting a
cancer. So [the EPA] lowered
it to 80 [ppb] and [OVWD]
is in compliance.
“If I saw [high] numbers
I’d be asking questions. If

recognize the value of an
internship for getting into
any specialized field and
broadening their horizons,
according to Gagnon. It
gives them the opportunity
to get to know the industry
from the ground up.
Many of the representatives at the Career Fair
said that demonstration of
work and experience are
key for competing for any
openings.
Students will find themselves competing and applying for jobs online.

Many employers maintain
their openings online and
were encouraging students
to keep checking company
websites for more information about potential
openings.
But the greatest value in
an internship is the chance
to “test your interest in the
workplace,” Gagnon said.
For those students who
have “done their homework,” they have plenty
to be optimistic about and
a job market waiting for
them to join.

I’m not feeling good about
the answers to those questions I’d take the tests myself,” Sauda said.
It is this lack of testing
sites that has Perkins and
so many others concerned.
At the Veazie town meeting,
the council approved funding to test the water from
10 private residences to get
a better idea of the level of
contamination of the town’s
water. This action essentially overrules the power of the
OVWD. Former OVWD Superintendent James Parker
was at the meeting and disagreed with the town’s decision.
“There is no problem raising concern or questions, but
to convince a council to use
taxpayer money to fund a
private group of ‘concerned’
citizens is inappropriate,”
Parker said.
Building on the momentum gained from the Veazie
town council’s decision, Perkins and about 20 concerned
citizens attended the Orono
town meeting two days later, a much higher attendance
than what the council is used
to. The council started by interviewing Jason Bolton, an
Orono resident and UMaine
graduate who has expertise
in chemistry, food science
and electrical engineering.
“We all drink water in this
community. There’s always
room for improvement. I feel
like this is a good fit with my
qualifications,” Bolton said.
“I like this community a lot.
I have a lot invested in it.
I think it’s time that I start
volunteering for this community.”
Following the interview,
the Board of Trustees for
the OVWD stood before the
town council. Among these

were current Superintendent
Dennis Cross, Jay Fortier
and John McCormack. According to Cross and the
board, there are several issues that are causing the
high THM levels.
According to Cross, the
layout of the town is detrimental to a consistent flow
of water in the pipes. With
the number of dead end
streets in downtown Orono,
water doesn’t get enough
movement and remains stagnant longer, leading to an increased risk of the chlorine
in the water mixing with
organics and forming THM.
However, without a massive
and costly construction project, this is not an issue that
can be resolved.
Another problem is that
chlorination is the best way
to clean the water. In order
to keep water clean while
it is in the piping system,
chlorine is added before and
after treatment. Due to the
poor quality of the current
well site, much more chlorine has to be added than
usual. Cross believes that
a new well site is the solution to this problem and says
that the OVWD is currently
looking into digging a well
site behind the cemetery
on Bennoch Road. According to Cross, the OVWD
has found that there is an
abundance of clean water
in this site. However, the
potential site is located on
private land and the OVWD
is currently in negotiations
with the landowner. Cross
is hopeful that this could be
the solution that the town is
looking for.
“With the amount of time
I’ve been here I’d like to be
proud [of something] as I
leave,” Cross said.

One alternative solution
that has been proposed by
environmental
engineering firm Wright-Pierce is
a switch to UV or Ozone
treatment. This would involve using either ultraviolet radiation or ozone gas
to sterilize the water and
would mean adding far less
chlorine to the water before
it leaves the treatment plant.
Cross disagreed with this
solution, citing that it would
only replace THMs with different byproducts as well as
raising the current rates.
However, these methods
have found success elsewhere in the state, with Bangor being a prime example.
In the mid-2000s, the EPA
adjusted the upper limit of
allowable THMs from 100
ppb down to 80 ppb. This led
Bangor to switch to ozone
and UV treatment, which
has lowered their THM levels significantly.
Director of the Maine
Public Drinking Water Commission Roger Crouse sees
such proven technologies
as beneficial, but acknowledges that this is a statewide
problem and that solutions
vary greatly.
“Each system is independent,” Crouse said. “Solutions have varied a lot depending on the area.
“We don’t want to lose
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sight of the fact that [the
OVWD] is getting better
… A concern was identified and [OVWD] took tests
and identified the concern,”
Crouse said. “They have to
mitigate that.”
There was also a discussion regarding reports of
discolored water coming
out of some home faucets.
This was due to a major water main breaking on Kelly
Road on Saturday, Jan. 25.
According to the OVWD
website, the pumping system started pumping water
at a much higher rate to replace the water that was being lost through the broken
main. The increased velocity
from this water caused mineral deposits to break away
from the bottom of some of
the pipes, causing discoloration. Cross assured those
in attendance that the water
was safe to drink.
The OVWD is currently
under a consent order to find
a solution to the problem
and Cross hopes to be able
to find a solution by this
summer.
When the council attempted to move on to the
next item on their agenda,
there was an uproar from the
townspeople who wished to
ask questions of their own.
Although council meetings
are open to the public, they

A

are only open for people to
attend and listen. This is a
concept that the townspeople
were not too happy with.
“As someone who’s paying for this, we have a right
to speak,” one attendee said.
“You must take responsibility,” another said.
After taking note of the
number of townspeople who
were vocalizing their concerns, the Orono town council has decided to schedule
a unique meeting where the
townspeople will be able to
directly question the OVWD
Board of Trustees. This will
take place Feb. 12 at 7 p.m.,
which is one day after the
OVWD’s trustee meeting,
which is also open to the
public at the OVWD building in Orono.
Perkins is hopes that the
pressure that the townspeople are applying can get the
level of THMs as close to
zero as possible rather than
merely being compliant.
“It seems like the issue of
THM has made their agenda
and we’re hopeful they’ll
keep it on their agenda,”
Perkins said after the meeting on Wednesday.
“I’m pleased they’ve allocated time to this,” Perkins said. “We had a lot of
new faces here tonight. Our
grassroots campaign is having an impact.”

Monday, February 3, 2014
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UMSG: Three new senators,
UVAC launches
GSSR, Sergeant at Arms elected campaign for sexual
assault awareness
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor

The University of Maine
Student Government’s General Student Senate (GSS)
held elections for three
separate positions, funded
two organizations a total of
$3,795 and welcomed three
new senators aboard during
the 10th meeting of the 35th
session on Jan. 28 inside the
Memorial Union’s Bangor
Room.
Pro Tempore Sen. Harold Stewart presided over
the GSS in place of Vice
President Ryan Hall, who
was absent for unspecified
reasons.
Sergeant
at Arms,
GSSR, Policy and Procedure Chair elected
Pro Tem Sen. Stewart
presided over three elections for the positions of
Sergeant at Arms, Graduate
Student Senate Representative and Chair of the Policy
and Procedure Committee
during the Jan. 28 meeting.
Sen. Robert Kiah won
the election for Sergeant at
Arms, winning a two-way
race against Sen. Devin
Greenlaw who proclaimed
“Vote for [Kiah]” during his
pre-election speech.
Sen. Vanessa Degenhardt
was unanimously elected
the GSSR after Sen. Devin
Greenlaw removed his
name from the ballot during
the position’s nomination
period.
Sens. Sean Foley and
Mindy Downing both ran
for the position of Policy
and Procedure Chair. Foley,
the longer-standing senator
of the two, was victorious.
Sens. Kiah, Degenhardt
and Foley’s wins are pending Hall’s acceptance or denial.
Maine Masque, UMaine
Geo Society funded total
of $3,795
The UMaine Geological
Society and Maine Masque
were both funded just under
$2,000 by the GSS during
the Feb. 28 meeting.
Maine Masque received
$1,935 from the GSS for
“scenic, scripts and rights”

in preparation for their
upcoming
performance
“Crimes of the Heart” from
April 9-13 in Hauck Auditorium. The play is a drama
set in small-town Mississippi that focuses on a family attempting to understand
their mother’s unexpected
suicide.
Club secretary Kylie
Wild and treasurer Sam
Richie spoke on behalf of
the organization, highlight
the uniqueness of Maine
Masque’s entirely studentrun productions.
The expected total cost
of the event is $5,185, and
other sources of funding
include $500 from Maine
Masque and $2,750 from
the Program Fund.
The
resolution
was
amended for grammatical
mistakes before passing.
UMaine Geological Society received $1,860 for
“flights” during their “educational spring break trip in
Arizona,” which is expected to include nine undergraduates and three faculty
members, according to the
group’s resolution.
Club Vice President Tyler Sullivan spoke on behalf
of the organization, saying
the total cost of the event is
expected to be $14,088.
Other sources of funding
include: $3,600 in club dues,
$3,500 from the School of
Earth and Climate Sciences
and $2,000 from the club
account.
Both resolutions received
8-0-0 ought to pass recommendations from the Executive Budgetary Committee
prior to arriving at the GSS.
GSS welcomes
new senators

three

Three new senators were
sworn-in by Stewart to begin the Jan. 28 meeting.
The addition of third-year
student Garret Sullivan and
first-year students Downing
and Derek Vigue increases
the total number of senators
to 28, according to President
Aaron Ortiz — seven away
from filling the chamber.
Sullivan is a financial
economics student involved
with SPIFFY Investment
Club and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Downing is

a finance and accounting
student focusing on legal
studies.
Buttarazzi’s BOT report

University of Maine System Board of Trustees Representative Colin Buttarazzi
issued his latest rundown
of the BOT’s most recent
meeting held on Jan. 27 in
Bangor.
Buttarazzi began with
the “negative” aspects of
the report, highlighting a recently discovered financial
shortfall: the BOT has a $30
million structural gap in its
budget. According to Buttarazzi, this kind of gap is
considered “long term” and
“cannot be fixed quickly.”
Buttarazzi reminded everyone in attendance that,
despite the gap, the UMaine
campus was “doing very
well” compared to other
UMS institutions.
The “positive” aspect of
the meeting, according to
Buttarazzi, was mentioned
during the latter half of
his report: the BOT finally
reached a successful ratification of a collective bargaining agreement sometime within the past couple
of weeks after “a lot of disagreement.”
“[The BOT’s] going to
have to redo [the collective bargaining agreement]
in about a year because of
how long it took for them to
decide it,” Buttarazzi said.
“But this is great progress.”
Buttarazzi also said the
UMS is looking to help
out prospective non-Maine
resident military veterans
by possibly offering them
in-state tuition at any of the
seven system institutions,
which would both commend
the students for their service
and also increase enrollment
at the universities.
Exec reports
In his report, Vice President for Student Organizations Andrew Prusaitis said
the Student Organizations
Committee would be “taking a bigger role on campus,” attending regular
meetings of various groups
and also helping orientation

programs, like Team Maine,
with freshman classes.
In his report, Vice President for Student Entertainment Patrick Fortier-Brown
announced that a spring concert would “most likely be
held the night before Maine
Day,” April 31. FortierBrown also reaffirmed his
negotiations to collaborate
with Bangor’s Waterfront
Concerts, but also added
91.9FM WMEB, the campus radio station, and Campus Activities & Student
Engagement to the mix.
In his report, Vice President for Financial Affairs
Justin Conant listed one
allocation under $1,000:
$262.50 to Strong MindStrong Body for their “coffee hour.”
Bearfest
representatives speak; Int’l Affairs
Assoc. presents

Bearfest co-chair Jamie
Steven introduced the GSS’
guest speaker for the Feb.
28 meeting: Andy Brown, a
local resident and dispatcher
at the University of Maine
Police Department.
Brown told the story of
his son Camden, who was
born prematurely and suffered from complications
within his abdomen at a
very young age. Brown and
his family first moved to
Portland to begin Camden’s
treatment, then moved into
the Boston Children’s Hospital for several months.
“I know you guys are all
busy and don’t have much
money to throw around as
college students,” Brown
said. “But if you can reach
out and pick up the pace for
Bearfest, you can help kids
like my son live a normal
life.”
The International Affairs
Association presented on
its recent trip to Montreal
for McMUN 2014, a model
United Nations assembly
hosted by McGill University.
According to the speaking representative, the conference, which included
over 1,400 students, is the
only trip IAA plans on attending this year — a scheduled trip to Cornell University was cancelled.

Madeline Shaw

For The Maine Campus
The University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps (UVAC)
will park their ambulance
on the University Mall
each day this week from
approximately 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. to sell t-shirts for $10.
Proceeds will go to Rape
Response Services and the
Spruce Run foundation to
assist sexual assault victims
and their families with services such as psychiatric
treatment and safe houses.
“The biggest stigma [with
sexual assault] is that no
ones wants to admit it happened,” said UVAC’s Assistant Chief of Logistics Scott
Cryer. “UVAC just wants to
get it out there that it is an issue, and we’re here to help.”
With every t-shirt purchase,
UVAC will provide informational brochures that explain what constitutes sexual assault or relationship
violence. The brochure will
also include the appropriate
contact information for reporting sexual assault.
“My door is always open
for students, even if you
have a friend who was sexual assaulted,” said Deputy
Title IX Coordinator from
the Office of Sexual Assault and Violence Elizabeth
Lavoie.
In the spring of 2013,
UMaine formed the Sexual
Assault and Relationship Vi-

olence Protection (SARVP)
committee, which assists in
identifying campus needs
for preventing sexual assault. SARVP’s members include UMaine faculty, staff
and students, as well four
off-campus organizations.
All universities are required by the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus
Crime Statistics Act of
1998, better known as the
Clery Act, to have all crimes
be submitted to their website. This upcoming October
statistics will be available
regarding sexual assaults
from 2013.
Both Cryer and Lavoie
predict that the reports of
sexual assault will increase
from 2012, where there were
six sexual offenses reported
to UMPD. Lavoie does not
necessarily believe that there
will be more cases of sexual
assault, but rather more reports because students will
know their resources better.
“A lot of people think
it’s their fault when they’ve
been sexually assaulted. But
it’s not, and by having more
people to turn to to talk
to, the safer our community will be,” Lavoie said.
UVAC hopes that this pilot
campaign, Don’t Be Afraid
To Talk, will be a success.
If it is, they plan to launch a
larger campaign in April for
Sexual Assault Awareness
month.

WANT TO WRITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University of Maine
is looking for writers interested in contributing to
the News section.
Contact News Editor Cameron Paquette on FirstClass for more information!

Police
Beat

— five males and one female
— were referred to Judicial
Affairs for the incident.
1:46 a.m. All talk, no
walk

The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

1/25
12:13 a.m. Every man for
himself
Matthew Sinderson, 19,
was summonsed for possession of alcohol by a minor
by consumption. Sinderson
was with two other people
who were helping him walk

up Long Road. University of
Maine Police Department officers on patrol saw that Sinderson was visibly intoxicated
and attempted to stop the three
friends. Sinderson and the two
others fled through the DTAV
complex. The other two were
able to escape, but Sinderson
was too intoxicated and was
apprehended by the officers.
Sinderson’s alcohol content
was .24.

12:14 a.m. Play fight club
UMPD officers on patrol
saw several individuals who
appeared to be fighting in the
south end of the Memorial
Gym parking lot. The officers
approached the group of six
and found that they were only
“play fighting.” Officers also
found that all of the members
of the group were underage
and all of them were drinking. All of the group members

Keith Shields, 19, was
summonsed for possession of
drug paraphernalia. An R.A. at
Knox Hall called UMPD after
hearing Shields in his room
talking to friends about smoking marijuana. Officers made
their way to Shields’ room and
found eight people inside, as
well as a faint odor of marijuana. The officers recovered
a grinder, but nothing else was
found.
1/26
1:40 a.m. Not a drop
Taylor Berube, 18, was
summonsed for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor.

Berube had just walked into
Gannett Hall with a bottle of
Fireball Whisky when a R.A.
saw her and stopped her. The
R.A. then called the police,
who issued the summons.
1:45 a.m. Rough night
Elijah O’Connor, 18, was
given a summons for possession of liquor by a minor
by consumption. An R.A. in
Somerset Hall reported an intoxicated male in a bathroom
on the first floor. Upon arriving on the scene, officers
found O’Connor laying on the
sink. After vomiting in one of
the stalls, O’Connor admitted to drinking that night. After an evaluation by UVAC,
O’Connor was summonsed
and referred to Judicial Affairs.
1/28

10:43 a.m. Hit and run
A female student crossing
the road between Jenness and
Neville halls was hit by a green
car with an unknown license
plate. She was not injured,
but was hit hard enough to be
knocked down. The driver got
out and apologized and then
took off. The student believes
that she knows the identity of
the driver.
ALERT: The University
of Maine Police Department
would like to post an alert
regarding butane hash oil, a
derivative of marijuana that
is far more potent. Smoking
the substance requires a butane torch, which is a safety
hazard in the dormitories;
students are advised not to
smoke the substance and
to keep paraphernalia associated with it out of dorm
rooms.
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GODSPELL
GREASE
GYPSY
HAIR
HELLO, DOLLY!
HIGH SOCIETY
HOLIDAY INN
JAILHOUSE ROCK
LA TRAVIATA
MARY POPPINS
MOULIN ROUGE
MY FAIR LADY
NEWSIES
OKLAHOMA!
OLIVER! PAL JOEY
SHOW BOAT
SILK STOCKINGS
SOUTH PACIFIC

STATE FAIR
SWEET CHARITY
SWING TIME
THE MUSIC MAN
TOMMY
TOP HAT
WEST SIDE STORY

Answer key in sports

Word Search

50- Average;
53- Inadequate;
58- ...___ saw Elba;
59- Olive genus;
60- Circular;
61- It may be compact;
62- Trading center;
63- Bert’s buddy;
64- Greek peak;
65- Unit of computer
memory;
66- Duck with soft down;
Down
1- Reindeer herders;
2- Inactive;
3- Engine;
4- Bad day for Caesar;
5- Shipworm;
6- Actor Keach;
7- Mediterranean juniper;
8- Riding;
9- Impetuous;
10- Hebrew liturgical
prayer;
11- Undiplomatic;
12- Indication;
13- Poseidon’s realm;
21- A Bobbsey twin;

22- Squirrel stash;
26- Line of seats;
27- Magazine copy;
28- Baseball glove;
29- Green shade;
30- Accent;
31- Energy units;
32- Queue before Q;
33- Actress Skye;
34- Austerity;
35- Resistance units;
38- ___ Kick Out of You;
39- Pitch;
40- Performed;
45- Bladder;
46- ___ glance;
47- Formal order;
49- ___ worse than
death;
50- Strike repeatedly;
51- Army leader?;
52- U-Haul competitor;
53- “Exodus” author;
54- Grave;
55- Now ___ me down...;
56- Spanish muralist;
57- Singer Amos;
58- Tokyo, formerly;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters to
create different NFL teams!

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

A CHORUS LINE
ALL THAT JAZZ
ANNIE
BLUE HAWAII
BRIGADOON
BUGSY MALONE
CABARET
CALAMITY JANE
CAMELOT
CARMEN
CAROUSEL
CHICAGO
EVITA
FAME
FANTASIA
FUNNY FACE
FUNNY GIRL
GIGI

Across
1- Boundary;
6- Sign of injury;
10- Sibilate;
14- Battery terminal;
15- Cheerio!;
16- French friend;
17- Tire (out);
18- Brouhahas;
19- Annika Sorenstam’s
org.;
20- Forebrain;
23- Orch. section;
24- Calendar box;
25- Animation frame;
26- Director Howard;
27- Rude;
32- Soup with sushi;
35- Bendable twig, usually of a willow tree;
36- Rocky hilltop;
37- In spite of;
41- The loneliest number;
42- Full range;
43- Frozen treats;
44- Contrary;
46- Make another point;
48- After taxes;
49- Broke bread;

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

Find and circle all of the Movie Musicals that are
hidden in the grid. The remaining letters spell the
title of an additional Movie Musical.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
11. Titans, 12. Vikings, 13. Steelers, 14. Ravents, 15, Redskins
6. Broncos, 7. Jets, 8. Panthers, 9. Cowboys, 10. Packers,
1. Giants, 2. Seahawks, 3. Chargers, 4. Cardinals, 5. Patriots.

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

Musicals

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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‘Pay it Forward,
Pay it Back’ scheme
ambitious but rubbish

S

tudent loan debt has become a pressing national issue. Due to lack of competition in the
student loan industry, interest rates are extremely high, so those wishing to seek higher
education struggle to pay back students loans
that they’ve been forced to take to pay for rising tuition
costs.
Alternative methods of paying for college are a
hot-button issue. One idea that’s being floated in roughly a
dozen states is a system whereby students retroactively pay
back their tuition costs without having to first accrue debt.
The “Pay It Forward, Pay It Back” scheme is a
loan by another name. Students incur debt, without initially
borrowing it, and then endeavor, through a ambiguously
defined interest scheme tied to their income, to pay it back
to the state.
Several problems quickly arise. For instance, who will
front the initial bill for the first students participating in
this program? Since this is a state-implemented program,
presumably, taxpayers will be responsible for the value of a
bond that will fund this.
Next, exactly how would the fiscal details of this
work? There are two possible ways the principal debt could
be repaid. First, the student would agree to pay back a percentage of his or her income over a set period of time, say
20 years. This model would not take into account at what
point the principal was repaid, if at all. Or, students would
pay back a percentage of their income for an indefinite
amount of time, determined by how soon they could pay
back the principal they borrowed.
In the case of the former, higher wage earners
would be penalized for their success. For instance, an individual who made $30,000 a year, assuming they paid a 3
percent per year interest, would pay back $18,000 over 20
years. This amount is significantly lower than the average
cost of four years of tuition.
Say a person makes a significantly higher salary
— $200,000 annually. A 3 percent tax over 20 years would
end in the individual paying $120,000 back. This is not
only significantly more than a person making a lower wage,
but also just barely meets the initial cost of four years of
college.
Despite the fact that two people who attended the same
college will have paid roughly the same amount in tuition,
they will most likely end up repaying a disparate amount
for the same education. This is hardly fair.
And, in both cases, the principal is barely repaid.
So, who ends up paying the difference? Presumably, the
taxpayers who had to foot the bill for the initial bond will
also be responsible for this.
This system is ambitious, but rubbish. On a fundamental level, the fiscal policies that underlie it are flawed. It
is hardly innovative. Essentially, it’s reverse Social Security. A pool, from which participants draw, exists. Later, they
pay back into it. And we’ve seen how well Social Security
has worked. This, which does not even have the initial
funding of Social Security, cannot hope to be successful.
All this does is shift the primary debt-holders. In
the current system, individuals are on the hook for money
they chose to borrow. Under this system, taxpayers would
be forced to foot the bill for state universities.
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Egyptian media from 1981 to 2013:
Part 5
Romany Melek
Slaves were not born slaves
and tyrants were not born tyrants. By forfeiting power,
slaves create themselves and
tyrants are created by the existence of slaves.
Egypt has been ruled by
tyrants over its history, especially since 1952 when the
military took over, ended the
kingdom and converted Egypt
into a republic.
Traditionally,
Egyptian
presidents have been supplied
by the army. Mubarak was one
of the heads of the military in
the 1970s and the vice president in 1975.
Mubarak assumed the
presidency in 1981, following
the assassination of President
Anwar Sadat, but he was not
elected. To this day, I do not
know how or why. Was it because he was the vice president
when the president was assassinated? Or was it because he
was one of the heads in the
1973 Yom Kippur War?
Less than one year after
Mubarak was named the president of Egypt, several singers and dancers participated
in a 10-minute song praising
Mubarak. More importantly,

the song says, “We chose him
and we promise loyalty to
him,” however, Egyptians did
not elect or choose him. They
woke on Oct. 14, 1981 to a
new president in office. That
is that.
Many songs praising
Mubarak on TV and radio
were frequently heard from
1982 through 2010. Not be-

As I said last week, Egyptian Defense Minister Abdel
Fattah El-Sisi is planning to be
Egypt’s next president. He has
a great opportunity to succeed.
El-Sisi is most probably
going to succeed for several
reasons. First, Egyptians love
pharaohs and a military president is the best example of
this. Second, El-Sisi is very

Approximately 40 percent of Egyptians
are illiterate andsuch people are easily
affected, persuaded and mobilized by songs
and work of media, which are being watched
for an average of four hours every day.
cause he was a great person
— he was not — nor because
he had great achievements as a
president — he had not — but
just because he was a president.
This is how Egyptians have
been since about 4500 B.C.
Egyptians praise and obey the
pharaoh until he oppresses,
suppresses, steals from and
enslaves them. Egyptians love
pharaohs.

smart and knows how to make
and execute his plans. He is
also an eloquent speaker and
says what Egyptians want to
hear. Third, the ongoing agreement between the military and
media is working.
The media in Egypt are
very influential. They know
that, and they use it. Approximately 40 percent of Egyptians
are illiterate and such people
are easily affected, persuaded

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Super Bowl X-Games
Stelio Kantos Bear Brew 18+
Vanilla Almond Milk ...Almond milk
Jim Carrey The cruel march of time
Joe Namath Animal rights

and mobilized by songs and
work of media, which are being watched for an average of
four hours every day.
People sang for Mubarak
shortly after he became the
president and until he became
a tyrant. Last week, a famous
Egyptian producer gathered
four singers and made a song
for El-Sisi, proclaiming “We
want you.”
The conclusion of the song
suggests that Egyptians really
need El-Sisi, and only El-Sisi,
to fulfill his national duty and
become president. What happened with Mubarak is now
happening with El-Sisi but
even before he comes to office.
I feel very disappointed because I thought Egyptians had
changed since the revolution
of 2011. I thought they learned
the lesson and knew how freedom felt.
It seems Egyptians missed
being slaves and missed having a tyrant.
I hoped I would go back
to Egypt one day to see a free
country and free men. It seems
that I was building castles in
the air.

The attitudes and
views expressed
in the opinion
section are those
of their authors
only and do
not necessarily
represent the
views of
The Maine
Campus
or its staff.
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Up in arms after the College is not for self-fulfillment:
State of the Union replacing our master narrative
myRA a big step in the wrong direction
In an egregious attack to the disarray of the broken
The financial burden
on the capitalist system, the and underfunded program.
could swell uncontrollably,
American government has
       	Speaking of Social and the result would present
managed to bring itself one Security, what prevents the itself in the form of heavier
step closer to shattering the government from raiding taxes. Investing in a myRA
free market. I am referring, myRA funds to repair the would be almost compulof course, to the statement collapsing system? They sory at this point, since othreleased from the U.S. Trea- employed that strategy in the erwise you would be paying
sury Jan. 31. In the state- past, and it devastated the for a system for which you
ment, Treasury Secretary program in the first place. receive no benefit. This darJack Lew expounds on the Instead of taking account- ing incarnation of extortion
new program dubbed myRA. ability for their mistakes and is unacceptable in the realm
This retirement program, as cutting spending, legislators of business. Apparently, the
Jack calls it, is described as and executives would rather code of ethics that binds inzero fee and risk-free. You fool their constituency into dustrialists does not apply
merely deposit your own covering the damage out to elected officials. We are
money into a Treasury se- of pocket. But Lew assures obligated to condone the
curity and begin accruing us that the myRA “will government brazenly perinterest. You
verting its
can
even
economic
withdraw
power inat any time,
stead
of
Welcome to the fall of capitalism.
without cost.
making it
Sound familanswerThis new institution will no
iar?
able to its
doubt open the floodgates for a
      Of
crimes.
course
it
      But
torrent of policies that harm our
does;
the
there
is
current economic structure.
Obama ada
reason
ministration
politicians
has
“deavoid legal
signed”
a
repercusBrett Salter
federal savsions. Those
ings account.
in
power
We l c o m e
would conto the fall of capitalism. be backed by the full faith vince us that the national
This new institution will no and credit of the United deficit and debt are our fault
doubt open the floodgates States,” so they cannot just and that they are assumfor a torrent of policies that wantonly abuse the account ing control for the common
harm our current economic balances. I wish I were re- good. In some ways, they
structure. Emperor Barack assured. Who is responsible are correct. We have affordObama has allocated many for that guarantee? I did ed the government officials
rights and powers to the not realize the American far too much power. We
federal government before, government was a self-suf- have allowed them to spend
and after the insurgence ficient, profit yielding estab- irresponsibly for decades
of Obamacare, we appear lishment. Unfortunately for without recourse. And finalpowerless to stop the mo- the American taxpayer, this ly, we have permitted them
mentum of his socialist sen- means every citizen will be to flagrantly abuse the rights
timentalities. Banking must held responsible if the fed- that their offices entail. It is
remain a private industry if eral government loses the time to draw the line and asthe free market is to survive. assets invested in the pro- sert our power as citizens of
And evidence in the form of gram. Bernie Madoff could a free nation. No longer can
Social Security is a constant not put himself in such an we idly endure the rampant
reminder that the govern- advantageous situation. And intrusions of the government is an incompetent re- soon, even opponents of the ment that plague our beautitirement agent. Every pay- scheme will find difficulty ful America.
check stands as testament in not participating.

A proper examination of
the State of The Union
After five years of blame win over the people’s votes who must struggle to bring
shifting, fear mongering and by adoration or browbeating, their businesses into complipassing policies that have nor is any other public official. ance. The cost of interpreting
done nothing but exacerbate American citizens should nei- and adhering to regulation
existing legislative shortcom- ther fear nor love any vestige only drives up the cost of doings, the state of the union and of their government. It should ing business. This has a ripple
the performance of the current be too innocuous for any value effect on hiring ability and the
administration is nothing short judgment to be made regard- pricing of products. And these
of dismal.
ing any of its functions on any get passed on to the consumIn the modern era, no level.
er.
economic recovery has been
This is a clear example of
Government, particularly
slower. Debt and deficits have at the federal level, should be the problems endemic to modnever been larger. Power has like the steel girders that sup- ern legislative stratagems. In
never been more concen- port skyscrapers — essential the name of some nebulously
trated in the hands of federal to the integrity of its function, defined altruistic protectionbureaucrats both elected and but of no mind to any but the ism, government actually
unelected.
impedes private interactions
builders.
Responsibility for this apEffecting this paring down conducted by citizens and, in
palling state of affairs lies sole- of government functions is doing so, tramples on their
ly on the shoulders of those simple. The federal leviathan rights.
government officials who must be suffocated. Funding
Really, this should be imhave flagrantly abused the sa- to all but the most essential possible because the federal
cred trust of their office, trad- of agencies and departments government ought to be so
ed votes for
weak
that
constituency
even its harshfavors and
est actions are
OKed profnot a threat to
Government, particularly at
ligate spendprivate citithe federal level, should be like
zens. This is
ing, whether
because fedthrough acthe steel girders that support
tive voting or
eral bureauskyscrapers --- essential to the
cracy, in its
non-participroper scope,
patory acquiintegrity of its function, but of no
manages the
escence.
mind to any but the builders.
equal footing
T h e s e
of states in
abuses are
the national
numerousand
egregious,
spotlight. AdKatherine Revello
but fixable.
judicating the
legality
of
Foundational
principles,
actions taken
such as those that underlie the can be made unnecessary by by private factions falls within
American system, are greater shuttering them. If legislative the purview of the states.
This vision seems radical
than any ideological debate. power is returned to the preAmerica is a nation of ideas, rogative of individual states, now. But this only proves how
and its legislation should be who best know the needs of far America has drifted from
about adherence to meritori- their residents, their existence its roots. However, they reous concepts and nothing else. becomes redundant, instantly main intact and healthy. Only
Equivocation, over party lines and holistically solving the the burgeoning stems carry rot.
and for personal gain, must taxing and spending problems Now, while the haleness of the
stock is uncompromised, is the
stop. It puts a stranglehold crippling the nation.
on the passage of meaningful
Currently, business is mired time for action. Presently, all
reform and subjects the na- down by an unnavigable laby- that is necessitated to restore
tion to programs that serve no rinth of regulation. Almost all collective harmony is a careful
purpose other than appeasing but the most cursory of over- pruning. But, if left unchecked,
gambits.
sight functions are unneces- this infection will corrupt the
Further, the executive is not sary. The burden should rest entire plant and bring it to such
a Machiavellian figure who with the states; it should not a state of sickness that nothing
must contemplate whether to be placed on business owners will be salvageable.

Self-fulfillment is our of individualism. We want causes difficulties. This
generation’s
dominant people to respect, admire doesn’t mean life is to be
cultural narrative. It’s as- and like us, as long as it one long, joyless sacrifice
sumed on campuses ev- doesn’t cost us anything of our own dreams for those
erywhere. Two of the most personally. We desire af- of others. I don’t think we
elevated tropes of this fection, as long as it serves are meant to be pushovers,
narrative are adventurous us and doesn’t demand nor are we meant not to
world travel and apoca- the sacrifice of our own dream and not to endeavor
lyptic romance: to be inde- dreams. We want commu- to achieve those dreams.
pendent and enjoy multi- nity for the sake of what it But the restless pursuit of
cultural adventures, and to can provide for our indi- self-fulfillment is not the
find the perfect soul mate, vidualistic, self-centered path to real joy.
who is never
If
the
boring
or
master nardisappointrative
of
ing and will
our
gencompliment
eration is
Here at school it is as though we
and complete
wrong and
are all trying to build ourselves
you in every
has
such
way. One of
disastrous
into our ideal, to make ourselves
the
lowest
ramificamarketable and likeable.
— yet most
tions, we
ubiquitous
need a new
— expresmaster narsions of this
rative. In
narrative is
the Gospel
Seth Dorman
the “selfie.”
of
MatThis
masthew, Jesus makes
ter narrative
is clear: self is ultimate. image. This is the master a painful, striking stateSelf-fulfillment is the road narrative of our genera- ment. He says that the way
to gain life is by giving it
to joy. Follow your dreams tion.
— and no one else’s. More
This narrative breaks away — that the path to
than any other group of down in inconsistencies joy is the path of self-sacpeople, college students because it is a fiction — the rifice: “Whoever finds his
are products of this narra- universe does not revolve life will lose it, and whotive and serve to advance around us. Centering our ever loses his life for my
it. But much of the time we focus, energy and attention sake will find it.” In the
are unaware just how com- on ourselves is contrary to Gospel of John he says,
pletely we have accepted the nature of the universe. “Whoever loves his life
it, and how dangerous its It would be like the plan- loses it, and whoever hates
ramifications are.
ets deciding to orbit them- his life in this world will
I get the strong impres- selves rather than the sun; keep it for eternal life.
sion from a lot of folks it would cause significant If anyone serves me, he
that I exist to make myself problems. Humanly speak- must follow me.” Followcool: to build myself up ing, this leads to burnout ing Jesus means dying for
like I am my own résumé, and disappointment, be- those who do not deserve
to have experiences, learn cause we were made to be it. Paradoxically, it is here
skills, achieve self-actual- fulfilled with more than — in dying to self in orization, etc. Here at school ourselves. It also leads to der to live for Jesus and
it is as though we are all relationship problems, be- others — that fulfillment
trying to build ourselves cause two people who are is finally felt and joy is
into our ideal, to make trying to be friends while finally found. This narraourselves marketable and prioritizing their own self- tive causes people to pour
likeable. Even as we work fulfillment will inevitably themselves out in love for
to make ourselves attrac- clash. Exploitation, no others. This is the narrative
tive, we cling to an ideal matter how well hidden, our universities need.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be
edited for length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be
published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly
written. Include your name, year and major. Submissions
should be in .doc format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

WA NT TO
W RITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University
of Maine is looking for writers interested in
contributing to the Opinion section.
Contact Opinion Editor Katherine
Revello on FirstClass for more
information!
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BearFest
from A12

reminding participants why
they were there.
Compared to last year,
there were multiple organizations besides the fraternities and sororities that
participated in the event.
However, there was still a
strong Greek life presence.
Fourth-year student Catie Martin said, “I’m participating because it’s going
to a great cause — CMN
— and it’s also my sorority’s philanthropy. Also, all
the money is going straight
to Eastern Maine Medical
Center.”
Other organizations that
participated for the first time
were excited to help out local kids and get involved.
Fourth-year
student
Casey Weed said, “I’m participating because I’m a

Symphony
from A12

Sergio Afonso - Staff Photographer

From top: Bearfest participants gather Saturday evening; The Dance Team gets everyone
motivated for the 12-hour dance; The Delta Phi Epsilon sorority shows support.

from the Star Wars series,
scored by Williams, greeted
and posed for photos with
audience members as they
entered the CCA.
Richman ended the concert with three pieces from
the Star Wars series: “Main
Title,” “Princess Leia’s
Theme” and “Throne Room
and End Title,” then returned
to the stage for an encore,
playing an unscheduled “Imperial March,” Darth Vader’s
infamous theme, to an audience that gave a three-minute
long standing ovation after
the piece finished.
Richman is not only familiar with Williams’ music,
but he’s also quite acquainted
with the man himself. While
playing piano for the Young
Musicians Foundation at an

member of All Maine Women and we decided to start
a team. We’ve heard from
past participants that it’s a
really fun event, and all the
money goes to an amazing
cause. We thought it would
be a fun way to bond while
also giving back to our community.
“I think it’s an important
event for UMaine because
it brings the community together,” Weed said. “Any
group or student on campus can start a team, which
means the event draws a
diverse group of people
together to work toward a
common goal.”
Some incentives advertised for the top fundraisers
included an iPad mini for
first place, a $250 bookstore gift card for second
place and 30 student section
tickets to the Feb. 15 men’s
hockey game against Merrimack College for the top

fundraising team.
There were also lots of
raffle prizes to give away.
Prizes included a Patriots
football, a signed Bruins
hockey puck and Waterfront
concert tickets. Each participant got one free raffle
ticket and the rest were on
sale, $1 for 1, $3 for 5 and
$5 for 10 tickets.
Steven said, “The previous years we focused on
the philanthropic part of the
event. This year we focused
on strengthening the event.
It was a long few months
planning this, but it is worth
every second.”
It was easy to see from
a few walks around how
much the hard work and
dedication to the event paid
off for Steven and the other
event organizers, from the
smiles on the kids’ faces to
the joyful spirit of the students excited to be helping
them.

early age in Los Angeles,
Richman was conducted
by John Williams during a
fundraising event. He remembers distinctly playing
“Adventures on Earth,” the
theme from Spielberg’s 1928
science fiction film “E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial,” which he
was able to conduct on Saturday night right before intermission.
In 2010, Williams selected Richman to lead a
three-month summer tour
titled “Star Wars in Concert”
around the country along
with narration from Anthony Daniels, the actor who
played iconic droid C-3PO
during the Star Wars series,
and real footage from the
films to play along to.
Other performances included an overture from the
1972 Western “The Cowboys”; “March” from “Superman”; the theme from

Alan Parker’s 1999 drama
“Angela’s Ashes”; “Hedwig’s Theme” from the Warner Bros.’ Harry Potter series; “The Mission” or theme
from NBC Nightly News;
“Liberty Fanfare,” a piece
written in 1986 to celebrate
the Statue of Liberty’s centennial; “Hymn to the Fallen” from Spielberg’s 11-time
Academy Award nominated
film “Saving Private Ryan”;
and the theme from “Indiana
Jones.”
In a letter included inside the concert program,
John Williams had this to
say: “I’m delighted to send
greetings from Los Angeles
to everyone gathered at the
Collins Center tonight, along
with my warmest wishes to
Maestro Richman and to all
the members of the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra on
what I’m sure will be a joyous night of music.”

Tierney

year, but returned for his senior year. He was vice president of Student Government,
and was heavily involved
with the abolishment of the
men’s and women’s dean
positions, which eventually
resulted in the creation of the
present-day vice president of
Student Affairs role.
As for universities’ brand
names affecting future careers, Tierney says there’s
no doubt distinctive schools
are more attractive, but it’s
all about making the best of
what you have.
“I’m not going to pretend
that my Harvard [University]
and Columbia [University]
students don’t have a leg up
on University of Maine students at the beginning, because it’s true … sometimes
it’s because of the hard work
they did; sometimes it’s luck;
sometimes it’s the right gene
pool … but it doesn’t make
a difference,” Tierney said.
“The question isn’t ‘What
are other people doing?’ It’s
‘What are you doing?’”
Another lesson Tierney
suggests for UMaine students: Embrace your domestic scrappiness.
“You have to be scrappy
… that’s very important,”
Tierney said. “Maine people
are traditionally scrappy, and
there’s no reason why University of Maine students
can’t be … Use it to your advantage in every situation.”
As many students know,
the winters in Orono can be
pretty brutal, but Tierney says
to keep strong.
“We’ve had a pretty tough
January … You get down in
the dumps, days are short
and it can be difficult … I’m
empathetic with that and understand it, but see if you can
get past it if at all possible,”
Tierney said. “So, go see the
world and then come back,
but don’t just sit here and say,
‘I’ve never been anywhere’ or
‘I’ve never done anything.’”
“It’s a big, wide, wonderful world out there and you
should go out and try to succeed,” Tierney said. “Maybe
you’ll succeed; maybe you’ll
fall flat on your face; or maybe you’ll do a little of both,
but I do think it’s important
that you see the world … I
don’t mean just nationally, I
mean internationally.”
Tierney is director of the
National State Attorneys
General Program at Columbia Law School and lecturer
at Harvard Law School.

from A12

@themainecampus
mainecampus.com

State Legislature’s House of
Representatives at the age of
25 years old. He was elected
Majority Leader four years
later under Independent Gov.
James B. Longley.
His biggest advice: Get
out of Maine.
“I love Maine … I still
follow all the high school
basketball games … I’m not
urging you to leave Maine
permanently, but if you’re
a traditional student and
haven’t lived outside of the
state, get out,” Tierney said.
“I hope you come back, because Mainers should come
back, but you should be in
Maine by choice, not because
you haven’t tried anything
else.”
Tierney is a huge advocate
for going abroad. His daughter, the head of the English
department at Gorham High
School in Gorham, Maine,
are currently on a two-year
residence plan in Rome after
deciding they wanted an international experience.
“It took a lot of work, but
[my daughter], her husband
and their children are living
in Rome … they’re teaching
at the American Overseas
School of Rome,” Tierney
said. “It takes discipline,
thought and tons of advanced
planning, but if you want to
do it, you can do it … it’s not
particularly difficult.”
For Tierney, “I don’t have
the resources” is not much of
an excuse for those contemplating an adventure.
“Sometimes you can’t afford to go [to your destination] in the summer, so I had
a son that went in the winter
… he bummed around on his
own,” Tierney said. “It was
a lot cheaper, and maybe he
didn’t get to sit on the beach,
but he got to see the great
sights of Europe from January to April.
“So plan, be creative, show
energy, don’t be afraid to ask
for help, don’t be afraid to
get on the Internet and look
for resources, as opposed to
saying, ‘Oh well, here I am
because I can’t afford something else,’” Tierney said.
“Well, just because you can’t
afford it now doesn’t mean
you can’t afford it tomorrow.”
Tierney left UMaine to
attend McGill University in
Montreal during his junior
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Album Review:
A Great Big World,

‘Is There Anybody Out There’
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Film Review:
‘American Hustle’
Great acting and writing with minor editing flaws

Debut album shows musical depth and promise
Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
“Is There Anybody Out
There?” is the debut album
from two virtually unknown
musicians, Ian Axel and
Chad Vaccarino, a duo from
New York who have had
only trivial success in the
past. Only recently branded
A Great Big World, the pair
surely have their work cut out
for them moving forward in
their careers. However, if “Is
There Anybody Out There?”
is any indication, A Great
Big World is off to a decent
start. Loving piano melodies
and surprisingly deep lyrics
make this album a standout
among recent releases.
The album features a
healthy mix of emotional,
piano-heavy pieces and
rockier songs. The first track
makes a good first impression. “Rockstar” most likely
symbolizes the duo’s feelings coming onto the music
scene. Lyrics like “There’s
a boy in the backseat singin’
to the song / Playin’ on the
radio, knowing he’s the one
/ Singin’ ‘Ah ha ha, I just
wanna be a rockstar,’” are a
welcome wink to the listener; the song is even more enjoyable because of its catchy
melody and lyrics.
“Land of Opportunity”
follows the first track, and
it is a similarly upbeat song
about the wealth of choices,
opportunities and rewards
of the music industry, another not-too-subtle wink
to the audience. The third
track, “Already Home,” is
unsurprisingly solemn and
heartfelt; it wouldn’t be outof-place in a Disney movie
or an emotional drama.
Combined, these three songs
set the melodic dichotomy
for “Is There Anybody Out
There?”
Other standout songs include “Say Something” and
“I Don’t Wanna Love Anyone Else.” The latter is an
emotional love song with a
melodic classical guitar underlying the song’s desperate

Columbia Pictures
Epic Records
words. The former is another
skillful piano piece that also
is geared toward a failing romance. Axel and Vaccarino
are strangely authoritative
on the subject of romance;
they use this power to great
effect in “Is There Anybody
Out There?”
The album’s well written, somewhat coy lyrical
nature is interrupted by “Everyone is Gay.” The faster,
less instrumentally-focused
seventh track is straightforward in its message. “If
you’re gay then you’re gay
/ Don’t pretend that you’re
straight / You can be who
you are any day of the week
/ You are unlike the others /
So strong and unique / We’re
all with you” is obviously
a meaningful message, and
while it thematically fits
within the boundaries laid by
the group, it is structurally
unorthodox compared to the
rest of the album. Some may
welcome the change in style,
while others may prefer the
hitherto slower, reserved nature of “Is There Anybody
Out There?”
Lastly, “Cheer Up” sends
a powerful message as to the
immense size of the world
and your realistically small
place in it. The song features

a bouncy melody, with profound lyrics that fit well with
the album’s thematic nature.
However, one has to wonder
if the song would be better as a gentler piano piece,
which would echo the song’s
metaphysical message. As
it stands, “Cheer Up” adds
another welcomed layer
of complexity to “Is There
Anybody Out There?”
A Great Big World has
proved to be a competent,
intelligent musical force, an
impressive feat considering
that this is their debut album.
Surprisingly deep lyrics and
a persistent, skillful piano
presence provide a thematically-oriented listener the
chance to listen to a new
emerging band. “Is There
Anybody Out There?” is an
excellent launching point for
Ian Axel and Chad Vaccarino, as they are sure to gain
a modest following from this
album. The music industry
should certainly pay attention to his developing duo,
as they’ve established themselves as a potent force.

Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus

Video Game Review:
‘Dead Rising 3’

It is no surprise “American Hustle” is gaining attention during the current award
season. Director David O.
Russell has created an entertaining, sharply written and
well-acted film based on a
real-life government scandal,
and most importantly, the
people behind it. Christian
Bale, Amy Adams, Bradley
Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence all bring their A-game,
as does writer Eric Singer.
While not without faults,
“American Hustle” rightly
deserves the praise.
“American Hustle” is
based on the Abscam scandal
of 1978. While the characters
are to some extent caricatures
of their real-life counterparts
— the beginning title card
saying “Some of this actually happened” solidifies this
point — they are no less interesting or important. Indeed,
“American Hustle” doesn’t
take itself too seriously, offering plenty of comedic moments and self-aware goofiness, but not at the expense of
the film’s main theme: truth is
not as black and white as we
often think.
The fact that the two lead
characters are con artists underscores this theme, and there
are several moments in the
film that relate to perceived
truth. To that end, “American
Hustle” is an extraordinarily
effective movie.
The film’s most prominent
aspect is its excellent acting.
Specifically, Christian Bale
steals the show as Irving

you can run around with a giant horse mask and a women’s
skirt if you feel so inclined, further adding to the game’s exuberant ridiculousness. The fact
that “Dead Rising 3” doesn’t
take itself too seriously is what
makes it unique.
Graphically, the game
suffers rather noticeably compared to other next-gen launch
titles, especially fellow Xbox
One exclusives “Ryse: Son of
Rome” and “Forza.” In-game
textures are muddy and lowresolution, while pop-in is rampant throughout. This is forgivable, though, as the open-world
city of Los Perdidos is more
realized than most other openworlds. Almost every building
is accessible, whether through
quests or exploration.
In cutscenes, textures are
noticeably better, particularly
on clothing and character models. Overall, one can’t help but
feel disappointed by “Dead
Rising 3’s” lack of polish, considering that is where next-gen
consoles are supposed to excel.
Exploration is a key part
of “Dead Rising 3,” as there
are many collectibles to be
found and sights to be seen.
Blueprints, the essential gameplay element responsible for
weapon crafting, are spread
throughout the world, offering
eager explorers invaluable rewards. Other collectibles, such
as statues and “tragic endings,”
wherein Nick stumbles across
an unpleasant, saddening sight

sonal dilemmas throughout
the eight-chapter story, the plot
works well enough throughout
the more than 25-hour game
to prevent dragging. Die-hard
“Dead Rising” fans will be
glad to hear that previous characters return in “Dead Rising
3,” offering a surprising sense
of continuity to the “Dead Rising” saga.
New characters are fleshed
out well enough to deserve
some emotional investment,
and the insane, darkly comedic “psycho” mini-boss fights
are entertaining. Nick proves
to be a likeable figure despite
his mysterious past; he oozes
innocence and care, thanks to
decent voice-acting by Andrew
Lawrence. Like the graphics,
however, “Dead Rising 3’s”
story is functional at best.
The real joy of “Dead
Rising 3” is its deeply customizable gameplay. Nick has
hundreds of weapons at his disposal. Anything from simple,
everyday items, like a paper
cup or lawn chair, to something
more devastating, like a ducktaped chainsaw and sword, is
fair game. If you want to run
into a horde with a stuffed bear
strapped with machine guns,
that’s doable. If you feel the
urge to throw a mannequin at
a stumbling, half-destroyed
zombie just for kicks, that is
your choice.
Perhaps best of all, Nick
can combine vehicles to produce super-powerful behemoths. What do you get if you

Grade: B

Next-gen capabilities aid over-the-top gameplay

Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
The third entry in the
“Dead Rising” video game
series brings the zombie-survival kill-fest to the potent new
Xbox One. “Dead Rising 3” is
a fine example of the power of
Microsoft’s new console, offering a lengthy campaign and
plenty of lasting appeal.
The game is set in the westcoast city of Los Perdidos, and
the player controls Nick, a
nice-guy mechanic who has a
knack for crafting insane weapons amid a zombie outbreak.
While the story of “Dead Rising 3” is nothing to write home
about, the game’s real draw is
the ability to dive into a horde
of zombies using whatever
weapons you desire.
The Xbox One’s next-gen
technology means literally
hundreds of zombies can be on
screen at any given time. This
feat is incredible, as previous
“Dead Rising” games only allow dozens of foes at any particular moment. The sight of a
massive horde blocking a highway or vital escape route is
chilling and haunting, but this
feeling is instantly reversed
when Nick dives headfirst into
the horde with his plethora of
weaponry.
The game becomes a joyous kill-fest, as the wacky
combo weapons Nick creates
lend a comedic sense to the
otherwise serious situation.
Customizable clothing means

related to a person’s final moments, are scattered everywhere.
As in some games, collectible gathering can be a pain,
but “Dead Rising 3” offers a
detailed, highly useful map
players can reference, and the
rewards certainly justify the effort.
“Dead Rising 3’s” second
screen experience is actually
more thought out and wellimplemented than most other
games that utilize the relatively
new feature. Basically, players
can use their tablet or smartphone to connect to “Dead
Rising 3,” giving them the use
of a second screen for several
features.
A mini-map, exclusive missions, and the ability to call in
airstrikes and the like prove
useful to the player. The minimap, in particular, is almost
invaluable, as it eliminates the
need to pause the game and
check the in-game map. Likewise, when in the middle of
a 300-strong zombie horde
with a broken weapon, the
airstrike and similar offensive
abilities are extremely useful.
Simply, Xbox One developers would do well to follow
in “Dead Rising 3’s” screenscreen functionality.
“Dead Rising 3” offers
a serviceable plot filled with
fetch-quests and plenty of traversing designed for player
exposure to the zombie infestation. With shady government involvement and per-

Rosenfeld, a con man recruited by the FBI to operate in the
shady, corrupted government.
Bale is oddly humorous, demonstrated in the film’s beginning, and has convincing and
passionate chemistry with
his partner Sydney Prosser,
played by Adams. Rosenfeld
himself is a unique, carefully
crafted individual, and Bale
seems to understand this character perfectly. Bale’s effort is
the cornerstone of “American
Hustle,” elevating even the
movie’s duller moments.
Other cast members, such
as Cooper and Lawrence, sell
their characters extremely
well. Cooper’s charming,
fast-talking, yet ultimately
gullible Richie DiMaso has
fantastic interplay with Bale
and Adams, while Lawrence
surprises with her take on
Rosenfeld’s neglectful wife,
Rosalyn.
Lawrence can be annoying, sexy, frustrating, or likeable, depending on the scene,
and it is no surprise she recently won best supporting
actress at the Golden Globes
for her performance. Comedian Louis C.K. also makes
a surprising and humorous
appearance as an FBI supervisor, one of the movie’s funniest scenes.
While the main cast is effective and convincing, Jeremy Renner as Mayor Carmine Polito is perhaps the
weakest link in an otherwise
solid chain. Renner simply
doesn’t convey the necessary
innocence of Polito’s character, making his depiction less
believable within the movie’s
context. However, Renner’s

lackluster performance isn’t
severe enough to damage the
movie in a major way. Simply,
his scenes are less interesting
and less entertaining due to
his uninspired performance.
The down times in “American Hustle” hamper the movie
more often than they should.
The screenplay isn’t at fault
here; rather, the editing is not
as snappy and punchy as the
rest of the movie. The actors’
performances do help with
this, however if the movie’s
entirety was as sharp as the
film’s beginning and assorted
middle segments, “American
Hustle” would solidify itself
as a simply fantastic movie.
“American Hustle,” therefore, is at its best when the
editing flows with the actor’s
performances, creating a truly
entertaining movie.
Rightfully,
“American
Hustle” is a prominent film
in the midst of movie awards
season. Russell uses the backstory of the Abscam scandal
to touch upon themes relevant
far beyond the political scene.
The fact that the characters
are brought to life so extraordinarily by the main cast solidifies “American Hustle” as
a must-see movie. If only pacing and certain performances
weren’t an issue, “American
Hustle” would steal the show.
As it is, it is still an excellent
movie — one that is certainly
worth the admission price.

Grade: A-

Microsoft
combine a motorcycle and a
steamroller? A RollerHawg,
apparently — a vehicle capable of flattening hundreds
of zombies in one go. Endless
weapon combination is the
heartbeat of “Dead Rising 3,”
ensuring the gameplay never
outstays its welcome. As if that
wasn’t enough, “Dead Rising
3” features an RPG character
skill system, where players can
choose how to upgrade their
character. From a gameplay
perspective, “Dead Rising 3”
is likely the best Xbox One exclusive thus far.
  “Dead Rising 3” is an
over-the-top ride sure to delight anybody who loves openworld games, zombies, or
involved gameplay. The fantastic setting of Los Perdidos

and unique, endlessly-enjoyable gameplay make up for the
substandard graphics and only
passable story. Devoted fans
and newcomers are both able
to enjoy “Dead Rising 3,” no
small feat considering this is
technically the fifth entry in the
series. Co-op is the icing on the
cake; why not team up with a
friend to go on a zombie killing
spree and explore the world together?
With the promise of downloadable content on the way —
the first DLC pack has already
come out, offering a story parallel to Nick’s — players can
expect to enjoy “Dead Rising
3” for quite a while.

Grade: B+
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Best musical moments
of Fallon’s ‘Late Night’
Column
On Feb. 17, Jimmy Fallon
will become the new host of
“The Tonight Show” on NBC,
taking over for Jay Leno. To
show that he doesn’t plan to
mess
around,
his first
m u sical
guest
will be
r o c k
l e g e n d s
U2.
How I Hear It
MuBy Derrick
sic has
Rossignol
always
been a
central focus of “Late Night
with Jimmy Fallon,” which
Fallon has hosted since 2009.
He got acclaimed hip-hop
group The Roots to serve as
his house band and his most
memorable sketches usually
have had something to do
with music, whether a musical guest gets in on the fun
or Fallon displays his own
talents of impersonation and
song.
Since Fallon’s “Late
Night” is coming to an end,
let’s look back at a few of the
many great musical moments
from the show:
Slow Jam the News with
President Barack Obama
Slow Jam the News has
been a recurring segment
that’s been a lot of fun since
it appeared on the first episode of the show. In April
2012, Fallon mentioned how
President Obama was attempting to halt the rise of
interest rates on Stafford student loans, but that he didn’t
want to joke about it.
Instead, Obama went on
the show and “slow jammed”

the news with Fallon and The
Roots, with the latter providing a R&B instrumental, over
which the president spoke
about the issue and Fallon, in
a low gravelly voice, cracked
jokes like, “The Pell Grant
is a beautiful thing, but with
college getting more and
more expensive, is it enough
by itself to satisfy your collegiate needs? Oh, Pell no!”
Lip-sync battle with Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Stephen Merchant
English comedian Stephen
Merchant sprang a challenge
upon Gordon-Levitt and Fallon: to see who could give
the best lip-synching performance. The lanky, 6’7” Merchant performed DJ Jazzy
Jeff & The Fresh Prince’s
“Boom! Shake the Room”
and Fallon did “Don’t You
Want Me” by The Human
League for the first round,
but Gordon-Levitt stole the
show with “Super Bass” by
Nicki Minaj, emphatically
and accurately mouthing the
rapid-fire introduction and
chorus. The video became
big on YouTube, getting almost 11 million views since
September 2013.
“Tight Pants”
Former SNL castmate
Will Ferrell performed a
strange duet with Fallon
called “Tight Pants” in May
2012. Ferrell emerges and
sings about how he’s “the
only guy in town” wearing
tight pants, but that point is
disputed when Fallon comes
out in a similarly snug pair of
white trousers and claims he
is the only one in tight pants.
After a civil discussion, the
music stops and Ferrell confronts him, saying, “Now you
listen to me, you sick son of
a b----. I don’t know who
you are or where you came
from, but I’m the only one in

this town that can wear tight
pants. You got it? I will end
you. Don’t wake the snake.”
The Doors sing Reading
Rainbow
Fallon’s talents in music and impersonation often
combine, but rarely as well
as they did when, as singer
Jim Morrison, he performed
the theme song of “Reading
Rainbow” as ’60s psychedelic rockers The Doors. The
costume, outfit, voice, instrumentation and mannerisms
were all nailed by Fallon, The
Roots and all staff involved.
Other fantastic impressions
by Fallon of music greats
performing strange songs include doing the theme song
of “Charles in Charge” as
Bob Dylan and performing
Willow Smith’s “Whip My
Hair” as Neil Young.
Jesse and The Rippers
reunite
In July 2013, Fallon had
a special musical guest on
the show that pulled at the
heartstrings of ’90s kids
everywhere: Jesse and The
Rippers, the Jesse Katsopolis-led group from “Full
House.” Fallon introduced
them by saying, “I’m so excited about our next guest.
They’re a great band out of
San Francisco and in 1992,
their single ‘Forever’ became a No. 1 hit in Japan.
Tonight, they’re reuniting for
one night only, on our show.
Ladies and gentlemen, here
to perform a medley of their
greatest hits, Jesse and The
Rippers!”
They then did just that
and for a few days, it was
all anybody on the Internet
could talk about. Here’s to
“The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon” producing as
many worthwhile memories
as “Late Night” has.

Netflix Theatre:
‘Palo Alto, CA’
Column
When college freshmen
come home for Thanksgiving break, a lot of the time
it is their first trip home
since
g o ing to
school.
It is always a
surreal
experience.
Everything
Netflix
seems
Theatre
strange
By Josh Deakin
or different
from how they remembered it being just three
months prior. “Palo Alto,
CA” tells this particular
story.
Unlike most movies that
tell a similar story, “Palo
Alto, CA” starts at the end
of the school break. It tells
the story of four friends’
last night at home before
returning to school the
next day.
The film was released
in 2007 and feels very
much like one of the first
“American Pie” films.
It stars Aaron Ashmore,
Johnny Lewis, Justin Mentell and Ben Savage as the
four friends. Tom Arnold

has a small role as an eccentric school bus driver
who also serves as a mentor for Lewis’ character.
The film opens with the
four friends breaking into
their old high school. It
is never really explained
why they did this. Soon,
they each part ways and
film proceeds to tell each
of their story of that last
night home. Every once
in a while, the characters’
stories overlap briefly.
The overlying theme of
the film seems to be love
and heartbreak. Each of
the friends happens to either suffer some sort of
heartbreak or find love
which offers up an interesting dynamic between
the friends. Each of them
is so different from the
other, it really makes you
wonder how they became
friends in the first place.
While the names in the
film may seem unfamiliar,
it does feature a great cast.
Aaron Ashmore is famous
for starring as Jimmy Olsen in the long running CW
superhero drama “Smallville.” Upon first seeing
Ashmore, one might seem
to remember him playing Iceman in the X-Men
movies. That, however, is
his twin brother Shawn.
Lewis is better known for
playing Kip “Half-Sack”

Epps during the first two
seasons of “Sons of Anarchy.” Lewis passed away
in 2012 when he committed suicide after committing a murder. Savage has
not been seen much since
playing the iconic role of
Cory Matthews in “Boy
Meets World.” Savage is
returning to the Cory Matthews character in the upcoming sequel series “Girl
Meets World,” which will
air this summer on Disney
Channel.
“Palo Alto, CA” was
a pleasant surprise of a
movie. It is a recent film
but there was not much
of a marketing campaign
for it when it was released.
Sometimes it is the films
that fly under the radar
that are the most enjoyable. This film has funny
and dramatic moments. It
also features some amazing dialogue. It is, however, difficult to remove the
actors from their previous
roles for the film. Savage
portrayed such a memorable character for so long,
it is hard to think of him as
anyone besides Cory Matthews. Regardless, “Palo
Alto, CA” was an enjoyable watch and is definitely recommended to anyone
but especially freshmen
who are still transitioning
from high school.

Photo Courtesy of the Penobscot Theater

‘One Blue Tarp’ made its debut at the Penobscot Theater Thursday.

Baker

from A12
wife Joan Stillman, played
by Julie Arnold Lisnet, the
pretentious Gale Pritchard,
played by Irene Dennis, and
others see as “junk,” but
that he sees as “treasure.”
All of this he covers with a
blue tarp.
When the town council
of Clara passes an ordinance
against blue tarps displayed
on residents’ lawns, David
finds himself pitted against
the querulous Gale who —
with money and influence
— is molding Clara into the
likes of Camden and Belfast. To protect his pile and
tarp, David enlists the help
of his grandson, Buddy, and
his daughter, Judy, played
by Ian Buck and Brianne
Beck, respectively.
But the forces of change
are strong, and the simple
act of civil disobedience
turns into an all-out clash
of cultures and struggle to
retain a traditional way of
life, which may very well
be in its death throes, until
the climactic moment when
it’s asked “Is this the way
life should be?”
While “One Blue Tarp”
is on the surface a comedy,
it does occasionally delve
into the provincial psychology of Maine seeded with
deep wounds of natives
versus those “from away.”
In one of the more intimate
moments, David sits atop
his pile of “treasures” with
Buddy, and they fantasize

about going to camp. But
the camp is gone. David
was forced to sell his beloved camp to a developer
who wanted the lakeside
property, and he “needed
the money.”
In these moments, David
is revealed to be a man who
has made sacrifice after sacrifice of his traditional way
of life. A loss that reverberates through Maine with
many still-fresh wounds of
the Plum Creek’s plan to
develop Moosehead Lake
and Roxanne Quimby buying up land around Baxter
State Park leading to the
loss of traditional hunting
and recreation grounds.
Even his children represent loss for him. David’s
son is deployed to Afghanistan, having had few other
options available to him.
Judy lives in Boston where
she works as a lawyer, and
it is even suggested that
she left not only for work
but to escape the prejudices
of being a lesbian in rural
Maine.
The good, the bad and
the ugly are all set up on the
stage for all to see.
The struggle between
David and Gale also has a
universal appeal. The gulf
between the perception of
a place and the lived reality
can be found everywhere
from Camden, Maine, to
Greenwich Village and beyond.
It is hard to find any
flaws here. The direction
from Daniel Burson is phenomenal and has nicely

brought Baker’s vision to
life. Mikotowicz realizes
the full comedic and psychological depth of David Stillman, while Lisnet
brings out both the sassiness
and fierce independence of
Maine women — she has
to with a man as stubborn
as David. Beck excels as a
child dealing with his sometimes insufferable parents
and Dennis brings out the
laughs as Gale Pritchard.
Let’s not forget the brilliant supporting cast with
Steve Esty as the awkward
yet charming Carl Ray, Arthur Morrison as the humorous Ira Jakobson, Ian Buck
in his first Mainstage production as Buddy, and the
adorable yellow lab Belle
Hart as Daisy.
“One Blue Tarp” is the
perfect down home comedy
that deals honestly with rural Maine life. The audience
will have little flashes of
recognition of themselves
in David, Joan and the pile
of “treasure.” Each and every one of us has that pile
of junk, be it on the lawn,
in the shed, in the cellar, the
closet or corner of the living room. And why don’t
we get rid of it? For the
same reason David does not
— because of the memories
and worlds that junk possesses that we dare not lose
until time itself has robbed
us of them.
For more information
or to purchase tickets, call
the Penobscot Theatre box
office at 207-942-3333, or
visit PenobscotTheatre.org.
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BSO plays music of John Williams

Photo Courtesy of the Collins Center

The Bangor Symphony Orchestra played the music of award winning artist John Williams at the Collins Center on Saturday

Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
Duh-nuh…
duh-nuh…
duh-nuh… duh-duh…
We all know the theme
from Steven Spielberg’s
1975 thriller “Jaws,” which
kept an entire population out
of the water — even landlocked ponds — for weeks.
That’s probably why, when
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra began playing the
simple, alternating pattern
of Es and Fs on Saturday
night inside the University of
Maine’s Collins Center for
the Arts (CCA), the crowd
just laughed thinking about
the horror the theme represented, prompting conductor
Lucas Richman to look back
while leading the orchestra
and grimace in agreement
with the audience’s emotions.
“John Williams is the
soundtrack of our lives,”
Richman said, before be-

ginning his next piece after
Jaws, an excerpt from the
1998 drama “The Accidental Tourist.” “You may not
be familiar with [Williams’]
name, but I guarantee you’ve
heard most of his music.”
In commemorating fashion, the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra delivered a tribute
to Williams during a special
event at the CCA on Saturday, playing scores from 17
different films in an escapade
through cinematic sound.
Williams has won five
Academy Awards, four
Golden Globe Awards and
21 Grammy Awards over a
six-decade long career. His
father, Johnny Williams, was
born in Watertown, Maine
and was a Bangor resident
for a number of years, playing drums in the Johnny Williams Quintet.
Guest artists included
Nicole Kaplan, a sopranist
from Las Vegas currently on
tour with Hall of Fame quar-

terback Terry Bradshaw for
“America’s Favorite Dumb
Blonde”; David Demsey, a
saxophonist and professor
of music at William Paterson
University in Wayne, N.J.;
and concertmaster Roger
Wilkie, a violinist from California who has participated
in soundtrack recordings for
over 1000 films, including
many of Williams’ projects.
Kaplan sang four pieces
with the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra, belting out golden vocals that completely
filled the CCA auditorium:
“Make Me Rainbows” from
the 1967 romance comedy
“Fitzwilly,” “Can You Read
My Mind?” from the original
1978 “Superman” film starring Christopher Reeve, “I
Want to Spend My Life With
You” from the 1973 tearjerker “The Paper Chase”
and “Somewhere in My
Memory,” the unforgettable
holiday anthem from Chris
Columbus’ 1990 family com-

edy “Home Alone.”
Demsey’s saxophone was
put to use during the orchestra’s rendition of “Make Me
Rainbows” with Kaplan and
“Closing In” from “Escapades,” along with the vibrant introduction to Spielberg’s 2002 crime drama
“Catch Me If You Can,” starring Leonardo DiCaprio and
Tom Hanks.
Wilkie, who went to high
school with Richman during
their early years in California, played throughout the
show, but was showcased
during the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra’s performance of
the theme from Spielberg’s
1993 drama “Schindler’s
List,” an exquisite, Academy
Award-winning solo act that
attempts to capture one of
the world’s ugliest moments
during the Holocaust.
A life-sized “R2-D2” and
five bounty hunters depicting recognizable characters
See Symphony on A9

12-hour BearFest dance marathon
raises money for EMMC
Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus
From Saturday, Feb. 1 to
Sunday, Feb. 2, students in
the New Balance Student
Recreation Center held the
3rd annual BearFest, a 12hour dance marathon from
6 p.m. to 6 a.m. that raises
money for Eastern Maine
Medical Center, the local
EMHS Foundation Children’s Miracle Network
Hospital.
BearFest’s website states:
“BearFest is a student-led,
student-planned, studentrun event. While we cannot
thank the administration
enough for their tremendous
support, BearFest is hosted
by University of Maine
students to support EMHS
Foundation Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals.”
All of the money raised
stays in the Bangor area.
The money is donated to
EMMC’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and Pediatrics department. The
donations will help create
miracles and make a difference in the lives of our community members, according
to BearFest’s website.
Third-year student Jamie

Steven, one of the co-chairs
of the event, said, “BearFest
is a great event for students
to get involved in because
it is the only philanthropy
that brings together students
from all walks of life.
“Our goal this year is to
raise $60,000. Overall, our
goal is to beat the previous
year’s amount raised,” Steven said.

According to Steven,
the total amount raised
as of Sunday, Feb. 2 is
$47,507.31.
“My favorite part of the
event is seeing the kids have
fun,” Steven said. “They
deserve to have a fun night,
and I’m happy to put it on
for them.
As soon as people
walked into the event, it was

clear the event was one giant party. Kids and students
were everywhere, with upbeat music blasting and fun
things for the kids to play in,
like a huge bouncy house.
The colors of Children’s
Miracle Network, red and
yellow, decorated the gym
See BearFest on A9
with balloons and signs,

Former Attorney
General visits
UMaine
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
Maine’s 51st Attorney
General James “Jim” Tierney,
a 1969 graduate of the University of Maine and 1975
graduate of the University of
Maine’s School of Law, visited campus last week from
Jan. 29-30.
Tierney, a native of Brunswick, Maine, guest lectured
in four classes: POS 384
– American Civil Liberties,
taught by professor Sol Goldman; POS 499 – Senior Seminar in American Political
Development, taught by professor Amy Fried; POS 362
– Maine Government, taught
by professor Rob Glover;
and SPI 510 – Public Service
Seminar, a graduate course
taught by James Settele and
Kate Kirby.
One characteristic Tierney highlights as being fundamental to his success in
school and later on during his

Staff Writer

Sergio Afonso - Staff Photographer

See Tierney on A9

Penobscot
Theater debuts
‘One Blue Tarp’
Christopher Burns

The brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma watch some of their own sumo wrestle

career in politics and law is
not waiting on others to get
your own agenda started.
“I have great loyalty to
this institution because it was
so helpful to me, but I didn’t
sit back and wait for people
to spoon-feed me,” Tierney
said. “I went and dug it up.”
Neither of Tierney’s parents finished high school, yet
all four of their children attended college.
“I came to the University
of Maine for the same reason
most people did: it wasn’t
very expensive. But, like anything else, it depends on what
you make out of it,” Tierney
said. “I worked very hard
here; I got good grades here;
I was very involved with Student Government and I met a
significant amount of lifelong
friends.”
As a resident of Lisbon,
Maine during the 1980s, Tierney was elected to the Maine

Comedy has the power to
delight and excite. A truly
great comedy pokes at the
foibles and idiosyncrasies
of the everyday with honesty and respect for the subject. Travis Baker’s “One
Blue Tarp” — running Jan.
30 through Feb. 16 — is no
exception.
The play opened to a
full house Thursday night
for the world premiere performance at the Penobscot
Theatre in Bangor. “One
Blue Tarp” is about as
“Maine” as a play can get.
It is a blue collar comedy,
but is not condescending

nor does it trivialize rural
Maine life.
Rather, Baker uncovers
a drama of place, tradition,
individualism and memory,
all while distilling a pure
essence of Maine into a two
hour play, demonstrating a
knowledge of and respect
for the character of the state
— Baker is “from away.”
“One Blue Tarp” is
about a man, his tarp and
the people who want to
take it away. But it is more
than that. Played by Tom
Mikotowicz, David Stillman is a lifelong resident
of Clara, Maine. With pride
he keeps a pile of what his
See Baker on A11
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UMaine sweeps
UNH over weekend
Richards tallies three to lead
Black Bears past rivals.
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New Balance Field House unveiled
Newly renovated, $6 million facility reopened to UMaine community

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

ORONO – The University of Maine revealed
the substantial progress
they’ve made to the New
Balance Field House this
past week.
The $6 million renovation is phase one of a $14
million overhaul that will
include a renovation to
the Memorial Gym, better
known as “The Pit.”
Those who got to experience the Field House in
past years will remember
it being plagued by poor
lighting and freezing temperatures in the winter.
Project manager Jeffrey

Aceto was sure to account
for both of those problems.
“We have gone from
3-foot candles to 75-foot
candles so that has taken away the lighting issues,” Aceto said. “We
also sealed the building.
We replaced roofs, walls
and have replaced the fire
doors along the side of the
building that leaked a lot
of air. Basically we redid
the shell of the building.”
The men’s and women’s
track and field teams both
got to try out the brand
new track for the first time
Wednesday
afternoon.
Colored in UMaine’s bold
blue and white, the track

is a far cry from the dull
green track it sported nine
months ago.
“Being out here on a full
four-lane track with sixlane sprinting and jump-

lot with a little this year. I
think this track is going to
make us that much better.”
Along with the brand
new
191-meter
track,
workers added a second

Brian Woodbury was most
excited about the versatility that the New Balance
Field House will give the
team.
“The drop down nets are
great. Now we will be able
to throw discus, hammer
and shots into the nets,”
“This is going to be a gem for our camWoodbury said. “We can
pus when it is all the way completed.
even throw some javelins
The new track is as good as it gets.”
into the other nets so now
we will have a permanent
Seth Woodcock indoor throwing facility
for everything.”
Interim athletic director, University of Maine
Interim director of athletics Seth Woodcock is
ing pits is really going to triple and long jump pit, a both proud and excited
enable us to compete a lot permanent throwing circle about the work that has
better,” said senior sprinter with a retractable cage and been done and the effect
and hurdler James Reed. drop-down nets for the in- it will have on athletics
“We have already done a field. Fourth-year thrower across the campus.

Track triumphs at first Field House meet
Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus

Photo courtesy of Peter Buehner

ORONO – The University of Maine men’s and
women’s track teams competed in the newly renovated New Balance Field
House Saturday afternoon.
The men’s side took out
the College of the Holy
Cross 106-71 while the
women fell short 100.5079.50.
The women swept the
60-meter dash, taking
first, second and third
place. Katelyn Guilmette
finished first with a time
of 8.02, while Jessica McCarthy and Jaclyn Masters
were right behind with
times of 8.05 and 8.13.
Shannon O’Neil ran
for first place in the 400meter dash with a time of
1:02.50. UMaine’s 4x400
meter relay team topped
Holy Cross with O’Neil,
Kelsey Maxim, Ashten
Hackett and McCarthy
combining for a time of
4:06.69.
Hackett ran for first
place in the 60-meter hurdles with a final time of
9.04 seconds. Her teammate Grace MacLean took

second place with a time
of 9.33 seconds.
MacLean
dominated
the long jump, placing
first with a jump of 5.22
meters. During the field
events, Ashley Donahoe
placed first in the shot put
with a toss of 12.03 meters and Robyn McFetters
placed first in the weight
throw with a toss of 15.98
meters. McFetters was followed by Emily Boardman
in the weight throw with a
final toss of 14.84 meters.
Masters took third place
in the 200-meter dash with
a time of 27.32. The Black
Bears had a few other
strong finishers during the
200, with MacLean finishing fourth with a time of
27.45, Lauren Roush finishing fifth with a time of
27.70 and Guilmette finishing sixth at 28.02.
On the men’s side, Wilson Adams broke a record
in the weight toss. He
placed first with a throw
of 61-00.05 which topped
the standing record of 6207.25. The 50-year-old
record was set by Richard
Nason in 1964.
See Track on b4

“If you actually look
at it, it is bright and fresh
and new,” Woodcock said.
“This is going to be a gem
for our campus when it is
all the way completed. The
new track is as good as it
gets.”
Students on campus
who compete in varsity
athletics, intramurals or
club teams have felt the
strain of the construction
since the fall. Without the
Field House to practice in,
teams have been forced to
practice outside or share
time in the Mahaney Dome
at odd hours.
“When you think of all
See Field House on b4

UM takes two
from UNH, UMBC

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

UM looks to make it three in a row against UVM this week.

Andrew Stefanilo and
Anthony Panciocco
University of Maine junior guard Xavier Pollard
poured in 38 points in two
games over the past week to
lead the Black Bears to their
first two-game win streak of
the season with victories over
rivals UNH and UMBC.
UMaine improves to 5-16
overall and 3-6 in America
East play. They’ll look to
continue their winning ways
with a pair of conference road

games against the University
of Vermont and Binghamton
University this week.
Solid second half leads
UMaine over UNH
The Black Bears snapped
a six-game losing streak
Wednesday night when they
beat rival University of New
Hampshire 68-60 in Durham,
N.H.
Pollard led the Black Bears
with 20 points on 7-16 shootSee Men’s BBall on b4
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Women’s basketball still
.500 after two-game set

WIH sweeps
UNH for fifth
win of season

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Soph. forward Liz Wood led UM with 18 against UNH on Wednesday before adding 15 against UMBC Saturday afternoon.

Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
bounced back in record fashion against the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County
Saturday afternoon after dropping a close one to rival University of New Hampshire
earlier in the week.
The split keeps the Black
Bears at an even 11-11 overall, 5-4 in America East play.
Their next matchup comes on
the road against the University
of Vermont Wednesday night.
UMaine drops heartbreaker to rival UNH, 74-73
BANGOR – In the end, it
came down to free throws.
UMaine shot 28.6 percent
from the foul line in the second half and UNH sophomore
guard Elizabeth Belanger hit a
runner with just under a second left to lift the Wildcats
to a 74-73 win at the Cross
Insurance Center Wednesday
night.
UNH improves to 12-8
and 5-2 in America East play
despite trailing for 39 minutes
and 59 seconds.
The Black Bears’ struggles
from the free throw line ended
up being their downfall. They
shot 46 percent from the charity stripe in the loss, their second straight.
After last week’s loss to
Albany in which the Black
Bears admitted to not having
their best effort on the floor,
they made a concerted effort
to improve.
“The biggest thing today
was putting all of that effort
out there. When you leave
nothing in the tank and the
outcome is not what you want,
it hurts,” UMaine sophomore
forward Liz Wood said.
Wood had a team-high 18
points with six boards and
three assists on the night.
Wood had it going early,
knocking down back-to-back
3-pointers on the Black Bears
first two possessions to give
them an early 6-2 lead. The
lead was extended to 8-4
when junior guard Courtney
Anderson drove through the
lane, pump-faked twice under
the basket, and made a contested layup over her sister,
UNH freshman guard Kristen
Anderson.
The Wildcats climbed back
into the game largely due to
senior guard Kelsey Hogan.
After the two teams went shot
for shot for five minutes, Hogan hit two free throws and
drained a 3 in a 30-second
span to tie the game at 15
apiece. She would go on to
score 14 points and dish out
seven assists.
Neither team could gain an
edge for the rest of the half.
The Black Bears were led by
senior guard Ashleigh Roberts, who combined for nine
straight UMaine points over
a five minute stretch as the
half wound down. Roberts
was honored before the game
for scoring her 1,000th career
point earlier this year against
the University of MarylandBaltimore County.
Belanger nailed a 3 with

1:16 left in the half to put the
Wildcats up by one. After a
failed 3-point attempt by the
Black Bears, Belanger had
her rebound stolen away by
Roberts, who converted it into
an easy layup. Wood made another layup as time expired in
the half to put the Black Bears
up 39-36 at the break.
UNH junior guard Ariel
Gaston scored the first points of
the second half off a steal and
assist by Belanger. UMaine
sophomore center Anna Heise
and Wood hit back-to-back
jumpers followed by a Roberts layup to put the Black
Bears up by seven, prompting
New Hampshire’s first time
out of the half.
The Black Bears did not
trail until the last second but
could not put more than 6
points between them and the
Wildcats. They led 69-63 with
3:18 left to play, but a Hogan
8-footer and a pair of free
throws by senior guard SarahMarie Frankenberger brought
UNH within one point with
1:45 left to play.
Sophomore guard Sophie
Wreckstrom nailed a 3-pointer on the ensuing possession
to give the Black Bears a
72-68 lead. After a flurry of
turnovers, Frankenberger was
fouled again and hit both of
her free throws to make it a
one possession game.
“We really let them get
back [in the game],” Roberts
said. “We let them stay with us
because of their free throws.
Every time we were on the
verge of getting a stop or we
had just scored, they were getting to the line. I feel like that
really kept them in there.”
After Koizar hit a free
throw to make it a three-point
game, Gaston crossed over
two defenders and drove to
the basket for an easy layup,
cutting the lead to one once
more.
Roberts was fouled with
14 seconds left and sent the
line for a one-and-one free
throw opportunity but could
not convert on the front end.
Belanger grabbed the board
and went coast-to-coast for
her game-winner.
“We did not have any timeouts left and sometimes that is
the best thing for the girls,”
UNH head coach Maureen
Magarity said. “Belanger was
heads up and recognized that
we needed to score, so she put
her head down and honestly
that was just them making a
big play.”
Belanger led all scorers
with 20 points and pulled
down four boards.
The Black Bears entered
the game as the best 3-point
shooting team in the conference, but the Wildcats lead
the league in defending the 3
and it showed. Maine shot 27
percent from beyond the arc,
while the UNH shot at a 33.3
percent clip.
“We prepared for that all
week,” Magarity said. “We
were prepared to defend the
3 and I felt that they did a really good job of attacking off
of the dribble and keeping us
on our heels.”
Black Bears tie 3-point

record in 61-48 win over
UMBC
As the old basketball saying goes: You live by the 3,
you die by the 3.
Three days after shooting
a sub-par 27 percent from beyond the arc, the Black Bears
set a new school record with
41 3-point attempts and a record-tying 14 3-point makes
in a 61-48 road win over
UMBC Saturday afternoon.
The Black Bears snapped
a two-game losing streak with
the win. The Terriers fall to 219 overall and 1-8 in conference play.
Wood led UMaine with 15
points, eight boards, four assists and five steals on the day
with all of her points coming
in the first half.
The Black Bears jumped
out to an early 7-2 lead thanks
to a jumper from redshirt senior Cherrish Wallace and
a 3 from sophomore guard
Lauren Bodine. Wood extended their lead to 14-6 with
7 straight points.
Weckstrom got in on the
action by nailing a 3-pointer
to put the Black Bears up 176 as part of her 9 points in the
game. She also chipped in
two assists and a steal.
UMBC freshman forward
Sara Tarbert struggled to keep
the Terriers in the game, scoring six straight points.

Tarbert was one of the
few bright spots for UMBC.
She scored 22 points to lead
all scorers and added seven
boards, two steals and a
block.
Koizar and Roberts both
connected on 3s as the half
came to a close with the Black
Bears up 31-21. UMaine connected on seven 3-pointers at a
36.8 percent clip and brought
down 19 rebounds in the
opening 20 minutes. UMBC
brought down 11 boards and
shot a solid 47 percent from
the field.
Weckstrom got the Black
Bears going once again in
the second half, hitting two
3-pointers in the first three
minutes.
Tarbert did her best to
keep the Terriers in it, bringing them within 10 at the 9:51
mark. A barrage of 3-pointers,
two from Wallace and two
from sophomore guard Milica
Mitrovic, put the Black Bears
up 60-44 and all but sealed
the game.
Wallace, who had struggled in the previous three
games for the Black Bears,
had a strong game with 11
points, three assists and five
boards.
The previous school record for made 3s was set in
1999 against the University
of Vermont.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Soph. forward Audra Richards led UM with 3 goals.

Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
ORONO – The University
of Maine women’s hockey
team has won back-to-back
games for the first time this
season, and it couldn’t have
come against a sweeter opponent.
The Black Bears swept
archrival University of New
Hampshire at Alfond Arena
this past weekend thanks to
three goals by sophomore forward Audra Richards.
UMaine improves to 5-165 overall and 3-10-3 in Hockey East play. They take to the
road next weekend when they
face off against the University
of Vermont Feb. 8.
The two losses drop UNH
to 9-16-2, 4-9-2 in conference
play on the season. The Wildcats will hope to bounce back
when they take on Boston
University in Boston Feb. 8.
Richards goal in OT caps
Black Bear comeback
Sophomore forward Audra
Richards netted her second
goal of the game just moments into overtime to propel
the Black Bears to a 3-2 win
over UNH in Game 1 Satur-

day afternoon.
“Brooklyn [Langlois] had
the puck, and I just bolted
toward the net. We made eye
contact, and once I felt the
puck on the end of my stick,
I knew it was over,” Richards
said of the game-winner.
A competitive first period
rendered no score, setting
the tone for a physical contest UMaine coach Richard
Reichenbach thought played
into the Black Bears’ hands.
“I think the physical play
on the ice definitely helped
us out tonight,” Reichenbach
said. “We were playing four
lines tonight, had the numbers,
and were ready for 65 minutes of play. They’re a mature
team, but we had more players playing for us, which gave
us a lot of energy and we were
able to take the game one line
at a time.”
The Black Bears came out
swinging early in the second,
scoring their first goal just 21
seconds into action. UMaine
won the face off and headed
up ice. A scrum for possession
knocked the puck free, allowSee Women’s Hockey
on b4
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Women’s swimming and
diving fall to UNH
Senior performances headline final home meet of season

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears get back in the water at Bates College Feb. 8 before the America East Championships Feb. 13-16.

Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus
ORONO - The University of Maine women’s
swimming and diving team
fell to rival University
of New Hampshire in the
Black Bears’ final home
meet of the season Saturday afternoon. The Wildcats took the meet 170-122
despite some outstanding
performances from the
UMaine contingent.
Senior Lauren Dwyer,
junior Naja Harvey, senior
Erica Smrcina and freshman Katerina MosqueraCardi started off the meet
with a first place finish in
the 200-yard medley relay.
They swam for an impressive time of 1:49.07.
“I think the team did
really well tonight,” Mos-

quera-Cardi said. “We all
went out and raced, supported each other, and just
had fun with the seniors
at their last home meet.
We’ve all been working
hard this year, and we’re
really excited to see what
everyone can do at the
upcoming championship
meets.”
Smrcina finished fourth
in the 200-yard butterfly
with a time of 2:11.02, followed by fellow senior Rebecca Bonnett, who placed
fifth with a time of 2:19.24.
Smrcina had a third place
finish in the 100-yard butterfly with a final time of
58.16.
“Overall I thought the
team’s performance was
strong. UNH is always
a tough team to race but
I think we all gave our

best effort,” Srmcina said.
“During the past four years
I have been able to grow
and develop as a swimmer.
I’ve been improving each
year I compete, and this
team has been like a second family to me.”
Harvey grabbed first
place in the 100-yard
breaststroke with a time of
1:05.69. Junior Abby Linn
and sophomore Sammy
Mathieu were close behind
her with fourth and fifth
place finishes at 1:09.17
and 1:12.22, respectively.
Senior Shannon Bender placed second in the
1000-yard freestyle with a
time of 10:45.65. Sophomore Katie-Jean Hinckley
touched for third right behind Bender with a time
of 10:53.66. Bender took
third place in the 200-yard

backstroke with a time of
2:11.42.
Freshman Tessa Lindsley took fourth in the 100yard freestyle with a time
of 55.42. During the 500yard freestyle, sophomore
Courtney Norman swam
for fourth place with a
time of 5:19.30, followed
by freshman Kailey Dowd
[5:20.39] and sophomore
Taylor Sharp [5:22.93].
During the 1-meter
dive, senior Kara Capossela took first with a score of
245.10, followed by freshmen Hayli Weitz [175.88]
and Tori Leonard [164.55].
The Black Bear women
dominated the 1-meter
with these first, second
and third place finishes.
The women’s team will
compete again on Feb.
13-16 at the America East
Championships in Worcester, Mass. The meet will be
held at the WPI Sports and
Recreation Center. The
men will take to the pool at
Bates College on Feb. 8.
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Will Brady get help
this offseason?
Column

Cody Lachance

For The Maine Campus
With the end of every NFL
season comes the extremely
hectic offseason: free agency,
the NFL draft, trades — the list
goes on and on with how teams
can bolster their rosters in the
hopes of raising the Lombardi
Trophy come the following
February.
Over the next few weeks
I’ll look at a few key positional
needs the Patriots have to add
in order to win their fourth
Super Bowl, beginning with
arguably their biggest problem
area: wide receiver.
The Patriots sported one of
the youngest receiving corps
in the league this season. Led
by Julian Edelman, the group
had its ups and downs all
year. Rookies Aaron Dobson,
Kenbrell Thompkins and Josh
Boyce all showed flashes, but
none made a large impact over
the course of the entire season.
Last year’s big free agent signing, Danny Amendola, was
nothing short of a complete
flop in his first season in New
England as he battled injuries
seemingly every week.
The first priority for the Patriots must be to re-sign Edelman. Edelman is coming off
his first career 100-reception
and 1000-yard season, and was
quarterback Tom Brady’s only
reliable target that stayed on
the field the entire year. Edelman filled the void Wes Welker
left when he went over to the
Denver Broncos, proving to
everyone that he is more than
just a punt returner.
Edelman should not necessarily break the bank for the
Patriots, but working out a deal
to keep the 27-year-old in New
England is extremely important.
This free agent class of
wide receivers show a few
interesting names that could
draw some interest from the
Patriots.
Among these players are
the Giants’ Hakeem Nicks,
Denver’s Eric Decker and
San Francisco 49er Anquan
Boldin.
Among this group, the best
potential fit in New England
is Boldin. At 6-foot-1, 222
pounds, Boldin is the type of
receiver Brady could expect to
go up and get the ball. Boldin
is also a deadly red zone threat
with his mixture of size, speed
and leaping ability. Although

he is 33-years-old, his veteran
presence could benefit the likes
of Dobson, Thompkins and
Boyce. Add the fact that Boldin is one of the most durable
players in the league, and the
Patriots would be wise to sign
him given the opportunity.
Right now it looks as though
there is a good chance he returns to San Francisco, but then
again this was the same player
who said he’d retire a Baltimore Raven before playing for
another team, only to then get
traded to San Francisco.
If Boldin decides to stay in
San Francisco or sign somewhere other than New England, Decker provides an interesting draw for the Patriots.
The 26-year-old has been a key
part of Peyton Manning’s aerial assault the past two seasons
in Denver and has shown he
could become a team’s number
one receiver. Add in the fact he
has great size at the position —
Decker is 6-foot-3, 214 pounds
— and you would be crazy to
think the Patriots shouldn’t at
least kick the tires on him.
The prospect of taking
away one Manning’s weapons
to directly improve receiving
options for Brady is something
to keep in mind here. Last offseason, Welker left the Patriots
to go play for Denver, directly
tilting the balance between the
two teams. There has to be
some thought by head coach
Bill Belichick and owner
Robert Kraft that potentially
signing a key Denver receiver
could help the Patriots shift the
balance of power in the AFC
back towards them.
The biggest question here
is how much Decker will demand on the open market. If
they could sign him to a teamfriendly deal, the current Bronco could make an immense
impact on who the favorite to
represent the AFC in Super
Bowl XLIX will be.
The Patriots drafted two
wide receivers in Dobson and
Boyce and then signed Thompkins as an undrafted free agent
last year, so the draft does not
seem to be the place to look for
more depth at wideout. Brady
needs veteran players at the position, and could probably do
without going through many of
the early season growing pains
he went through this past year.
The Patriots owe it to their
fans — and to their quarterback — to add more weapons
on the offensive side of the ball.
Hopefully they do just that this
offseason.

Midseason NHL
preview and awards
Column

Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

Back in September, I
wrote an NHL preseason
preview and predictions
column to prime all you
puck fans for the season
to come. With the season past its midpoint and
the Olympic break nearly
upon us, it’s time to look
back at those premature
and totally-without-merit
prognostications,
make
fun of them, and look
ahead to the homestretch
of 2013-14.
Atlantic Division
Predicted
winner:
Boston Bruins
Current division leader: Boston Bruins
We’re off to a good
start.
The Bruins currently
lead the division by four
points with a game in
hand over the Tampa Bay
Lightning, a team no one
gave any real chance of
contending in the Atlantic this fall. The book on
the Bolts in years past has
been that their inability
to keep the puck out of
their own net outweighs
their considerable ability
to get the puck into the
opposition’s net. They’ve
managed to buck that

trend this season with a
2.44 goals against average that is in the top 10
in the league and a goaltender by the name of Ben
Bishop — a former University of Maine great, I
might add — who is in the
top five among all NHL
goalies in goals against
average, save percentage,
wins and shutouts. Bishop
is out with a concussion
following a collision with
a teammate in their game
against the Ottawa Senators last week, but is a
netminder many believe
to be the Vezina Trophy
favorite given his stellar play in the absence of
All-World sniper Steven
Stamkos.
Tampa is followed
closely in the standings
by the Toronto Maple
Leafs and Montreal Canadiens, with the Detroit
Red Wings hanging in
Wild Card playoff contention nine points back. Ottawa still has a shot at the
postseason as well, but
it is safe to say that cellar-dwellers Florida and
Buffalo are kaput when it
comes to playoff hopes.
Likely winner: Boston
Bruins
I’m sticking with my
guns on this one despite
the uptick in play from
the Lightning. It’s not that

the Bruins are head-andshoulders above Tampa
with or without Stamkos,
it’s simply that the Bs do
everything the Bolts have
tried to do this year from
an ideological standpoint,
only better. They’ve bested the Lightning in all
three matchups thus far by
a combined score of 11-1
for a reason.
Metropolitan Division
Predicted
winner:
Pittsburgh Penguins
Current division leader: Pittsburgh Penguins
Hey look, I’m 2-2.
The
Penguins
currently lead Boston by
five points with one more
game played at the top of
the Eastern Conference,
and they have the largest
cushion of any of the four
divisional leaders with a
whopping 15-point margin
over the New York Rangers. Despite how weak the
Metropolitan is this year,
Pittsburgh’s run is quite
impressive
considering
the injuries they’ve dealt
with throughout the first
half of the season to the
likes of Evgeni Malkin,
James Neal, Brooks Orpik
and others.
The Penguins continue
to do what they do best,
leading the East in goals
per game with 3.13 a conSee NHL on b4
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Field House
from B1

the teams that come in
here like club teams and
intramural and you take
away our most used facility, it puts pressure on the
other facilities,” Woodcock said. “It is unbelievable how much it will open
things up with our own
teams like baseball and
softball who are in season
too. They can come in and
practice so it will be a big
pressure release for the
whole system.”
Before the renovation,
the Field House had no
permanent stands, so spectators were forced to sit on
a small set of collapsible
bleachers or stand on the
infield where they would
be in the way of athletes
and officials. The new
renovations brought about
a section of grandstand
bleachers for parents and
spectators to watch.
“I think the new bleachers are amazing,” said

Track

from B1
During the 400-meter,
junior Jake Leitheiser
crossed the line for first
place with a time of 49.58
seconds. Liam Nee also
took a first place finish in
the 800-meter with a time
of 1:56.03.
The Black Bears’ 4x400
and 4x800 relay teams
both snagged first place
finishes. Daniel Roukey,
Andrew Toothaker, Joseph
Viola and Michael Lucas
ran for a combined time
of 3:25.41 in the 4x400
while Nee, Leithiser, Tracy and Jacob Johns led the
4x800 with a final time of
8:24.18.
During the 1K, Johns
ran for first place with a

NHL

from B3
test. Captain Sydney Crosby is primed for another
100-point season as well
with 75 points through
55 games. Although they
should breeze through the
divisional playoffs barring anything unforeseen,
we saw last year how
tough it is to play against
the Bruins in the postseason. As talented as they
are, the Pens are built for
the regular season, not the
grueling haul that is the
Stanley Cup Playoffs.
Although the Rangers
won’t bother Pittsburgh
for the regular season divisional crown, they are
talented enough to do
some damage in the postseason, and having arguably the best goaltender
in the NHL in Henrik
Lundqvist doesn’t hurt.
The Philadelphia Flyers
continue to underwhelm
despite how good they are
on paper, and even though
the Columbus Blue Jackets have been a feel-good
story the past two years,
it’s hard to see them beating any of the top teams in
a seven-game series.
Likely winner: Pittsburgh Penguins
See above. Their cushion is too wide and the
Pens are too good in the
regular season to squander a 15-point lead with
27 games to go.
Central Division
Predicted
winner:
Chicago Blackhawks
Current division leader: Chicago Blackhawks
Okay, now I’m scaring
myself.
Although it isn’t hard
to “predict” that the defending
Stanley
Cup
champions will win their
division, the battle for the
Central has turned into the
tightest divisional race
so far this season. The
Hawks lead the St. Louis
Blues by just 1 point with
three more games played,
and the Colorado Avalanche have failed to fade
following their hot start to
the year. This thing is far
from guaranteed for Joel
Quenneville and compa-
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women’s captain Rachel
Wilkinson. “It will be
great for our families to be
able to come and not feel
like they have to be right
on the track. They will get
a better view and be able
to watch us compete.”
Track and field head
coach Mark Lech was excited to be in the building
and sees it as an opportunity not only for his current athletes, but also as a
possible recruiting tool.
“The color, the brightness — everything to do
with the facility is the
first thing they are going
to look at,” Lech said.
“Then when they get on
it and feel how good the
surface is and how fast it
feels they will see how
good it is. It should be a
game-changer in terms of
getting people here.”
Lech went on to express
his excitement about the
opportunity the renovations give to his program
in a more present sense.
“It is everything I could
have hoped for out of the

construction,” Lech said.
“It fulfills all our needs
now. For the athletes, it
gets them a little more
enthused about coming
in and doing stuff here.
It adds to the overall demeanor of the team.”
While the New Balance
Field House will certainly
benefit UMaine, the impact on the surrounding community should
not be discounted. Many
surrounding high school
teams utilize the field
house for practices and
track meets in addition to
the students at UMaine.
“The greater community and the public, they
see this building as their
own,” Aceto said. “I have
been here in the summer
when nobody is around,
and there was a father
and his high school age
daughter setting up hurdles for extra practice.
That is what it means to
us: people being able to
use this facility and have
a better quality of life because of it.”

time of 2:32.93. Roukey
grabbed
another
first
place during the 200-meter with a time of 22.86.
Viola took second place in
the event, finishing with a
time of 22.94.
Senior James Reed took
first place in the 60-meter
dash with a final time of
7.06 seconds. Reed then
placed first again in the
60-meter hurdles with a
time of 8.09 seconds.
During
the
throwing events, Justin Gagne
placed first with a throw
of 17.38 meters. Teammates Ethan Moore, David LePauloe and Tristan
Wortman were right behind with second, third
and fourth place finishes.
The weight throw was
dominated by the Black
Bears, as Moore and Gagne

finished right behind Adams’ record-breaking toss.
Moore had a final toss of
17.46 meters and Gagne
tossed for 16.10 meters.
During the jump events,
Tyler Martin stole first
place in the high jump
with a height of 1.88 meters. Senior Nathaniel
Meade placed first in the
long jump with a distance
of 7.00 meters. Miguel Caballero [6.27m] and Devin
Burgess [6.24m] were not
far behind, finishing in
second and third place.
The men’s team had
a total of 14 first place
finishes against the Crusaders on Saturday. The
track and field teams will
be competing again at the
Valentine Invitational at
Boston University on Feb.
8.

ny.
Chicago is still built for
postseason success, but
how they respond following the Olympics will say
a lot about their chances
of repeating as Central
Division champs. St. Louis, Colorado and the Minnesota Wild all boast talented squads with playing
styles ripped right out of
Chicago’s playbook.

ers in terms of plus/minus
in the league. Ryan Getzlaf continues to prove
why he’s one of the better
all-around centers in the
game with the third-highest point total and plus/
minus rating in the NHL.

Likely winner: St.
Louis Blues
This is a tough pick for
me because, like I’ve said,
it’s hard to bet against the
defending champs who
still feature one of the
more talented and wellcoached rosters in the
league. The nod goes to
the Blues only because
they’ve played fewer
games and are still only 1
point back of the divisional lead, and because only
16 of their final 28 games
are against teams with
playoff aspirations. Eighteen of Chicago’s final 25
games are against teams
likely postseason-bound.
This one could go either
way, and don’t count out
the Avs, who are winners
of three straight.
Pacific Division
Predicted winner: Los
Angeles Kings
Current division leader: Anaheim Ducks
You can’t pick ‘em all,
right?
The Kings have battled
through injuries this year,
and it’s shown in their
inconsistent play. They
trail the Ducks and San
Jose Sharks by 19 and 10
points, respectively, in
the division, but have still
shown signs that they can
be the same team who won
it all in 2012.
Anaheim has taken the
NHL by storm this season
and may be the Stanley
Cup favorite at this point
in the year if the play
of young netminder Jonas Hiller continues into
the postseason. Not only
does Anaheim lead the
league in wins — which,
last time I checked, is the
most important statistic in
sport – they are also third
in goals scored, sixth in
goals against and feature
three of the top five play-

Likely winner: Anaheim Ducks
The San Jose Sharks
are very good as well top
to bottom and will be difficult outs for anyone in
the postseason, but it’s
tough to predict anyone
catching the Ducks with
how well they’ve played
both at home and away
from the Honda Center.
The Kings still have the
talent to make a run —
perhaps not at the regular season division title,
but in the playoffs — and
we’ll know more about
the Vancouver Canucks
post-Olympics, but no
one in either conference
has been able to match the
Ducks on a game-to-game
basis, which is something
I don’t see changing with
a veteran coaching staff
and a leader like Getzlaf
in the locker room.
Team Award Predictions
Stanley Cup Champions: Boston Bruins
Eastern
Conference
Winner: Boston Bruins
Western
Conference
Winner: Anaheim Ducks
President’s Trophy (Top
point-getter in regular season): Anaheim Ducks
Individual Award Predictions
Conn Smythe (Playoff
MVP): Tuukka Rask, Boston Bruins
Hart Memorial Trophy
(Regular Season MVP):
Sydney Crosby, Pittsburgh
Penguins
Vezina Trophy (Top
Goaltender): Ben Bishop,
Tampa Bay Lightning
Art Ross Trophy (Top
Point-Getter):
Sydney
Crosby, Pittsburgh Penguins
James Norris Memorial Trophy (Top Defenseman): Duncan Keith, Chicago Blackhawks
Maurice “Rocket” Richard Trophy (Top GoalScorer): Alex Ovechkin,
Washington Capitals

Men’s BBall
from B1

ing and five rebounds.
The Wildcats drop to 5-16
with the loss.
Sophomore forward Ethan
Mackey had 12 points while
fellow sophomore forward
Till Gloger had 10 to help the
Black Bears get their first win
since beating Binghamton
University on Jan. 5. Senior
Chris Pelcher led the Wildcats with 13 points and nine
boards.
The Black Bears edged
the Wildcats in rebounds 3938. Both squads shot the ball
relatively well on Wednesday, with UMaine hitting at a
41 percent clip to UNH’s 40
percent showing.
The Black Bears jumped
out to a 4-0 lead to start the
game off a jumper from Pollard and then a pass to Mackey for a layup, forcing an
early Wildcat timeout.
The Wildcats answered
and went up 9-8 with 15:35
left in the first half. At 1111, Pollard hit a 3 to give the
Black Bears the lead again
with a little over 13 minutes
left. UMaine freshman guard
Troy Reid-Knight nailed a 3
as well to make it 17-11.
The Black Bears continued with their dominant first
half when Pollard came up
with a steal and score with
about 11 minutes remaining,
pushing the lead to double
digits at 23-13.
The Wildcats fought back
however, going on a 12-6
run led by Pelcher. After a
UMaine turnover, the Wildcats scored to make it just a
one-point game, 31-30 with
3:04 left in the first half.
The Black Bears had a 3532 lead before UNH sophomore forward Frank Okeke’s
3-pointer knotted the score at
35 going into halftime.
The Black Bears shot 57
percent in the first half with
Pollard, Mackey and Gloger
having eight points apiece.
UMaine also had 17 rebounds
compared to UNH’s 12.
The Wildcats came out of
the half strong and took the
lead before junior forward

Women’s Hockey
from B1

ing freshman forward Karissa
Kirkup to move up ice where
she sent a quick wrist shot past
UNH sophomore netminder
Vilma Vaattovaara.
A similar play ensued just
moments later despite nothing
to show for it on the scoreboard. UMaine sophomore
forward Kelly McDonald had
the puck with a two-on-one
advantage as she moved up
ice. She sent a shot that deflected off Vaattovaara’s pad
and hit the crossbar, saving the
would-be goal.
UMaine continued to batter UNH’s defense throughout the period. After a scrum
for the puck in front of the
Wildcat net, the Black Bears
retained possession and set
up sophomore forward Abbey
Cook for a shot. She rifled a
wrist shot on net that found its
way by Vaattovaara through
traffic, but was called off after
further review due to goaltender interference.
The Wildcats came out hot
in the third, putting up two
goals in the first five minutes
of play to take the lead.
The first came from junior forward Hannah Armstrong. Senior forward Jessica Hitchcock sent a shot at
UMaine sophomore goaltender Meghann Treacy that deflected off several players in
front of the Black Bear crease.
Armstrong swept in, scooping
up the leftovers before chipping the puck past Treacy to
knot the score at one apiece.
New Hampshire took the
lead just moments later. After regaining possession and
setting up their offense in
the attacking zone, the Wildcats began battering shots at
Treacy. After a cross in front
of the net, Wildcat junior forward Kayla Mork sent the
puck back to the slot where
sophomore defender Alexis
Crossley fired a slap shot top
shelf that went bulleting past
Treacy’s outreaching glove to
take the 2-1 lead.
New Hampshire kept the
Black Bears in check for the
bulk of the remaining minutes.
Reichenbach decided to
pull Treacy in favor of the ex-

Zarko Valjarevic answered
right away to make it 37-37.
The Black Bears regained
the lead at 13:53 when freshman forward Marko Pirovic
hit a jumper to make it 4341.
The two teams went back
and forth for most of the second half until UMaine went
on a 9-5 run with 8 minutes
remaining to put them up 5650.
Pollard completed a 3point play with under five
minutes remaining to spark
the Black Bears and keep a
63-54 lead.
UMaine was able to hold
off New Hampshire for the
remaining minutes, running
seconds off the clock and with
more help from Pollard who
hit two clutch free throws.
Black Bears survive second-half surge, edge UMBC
83-80 at CIC
BANGOR – The Black
Bears had a second-half scare
when they lost a 20 point
first-half lead before holding
on to beat the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County
83-80 at the Cross Insurance
Center Saturday afternoon.
The win marks the team’s
first two-game win streak of
the season. UMBC drops to
7-15 overall and 3-6 in America East play with the loss.
The Black Bears were
put in a hole early when senior guard Quentin James
and sophomore guard Aaron
Morgan hit 3-pointers on the
first two Terrier possessions.
The lead did not last long
as the Black Bears went on a
15-0 run to bring the score to
15-6. They were led by Cato,
who scored all 7 of his points
during the run.
Pollard had it going early
on, scoring 14 first-half points
to add to his five assists. Pollard would finish with 18
points, seven assists and five
boards.
The Black Bears were in
control for the rest of the half,
extending their lead to as
much as 26 points thanks to
back-to-back 3s from Valjarevic. Valjarevic was efficient
in the first half, scoring 11 on
3-5 shooting from beyond the
tra skater around the two-minute mark, a move that worked
to UMaine’s advantage.
It wasn’t long until Richards tied it up.
UMaine was moving the
puck up ice before a UNH
defender knocked the puck
free. Richards gained control
of the puck in the neutral zone
and sent a shot from inside the
blue line that went off Vaattovaara’s glove and into the
back of the net.
“The coaches just kept yelling to skate,” Richards said.
“Once I got up there I got the
puck around the high slot and
just shot it. There were people
in the way, I couldn’t even really see. I just shot it as hard
as I could.”
The goal knotted things
up at two goals apiece with
42.6 remaining. Neither team
was able to score in the final
seconds, sending the game to
overtime.
In overtime, Richards put
the team on her back again,
tallying her second goal of the
game. UMaine senior forward
Brianne Kilgour stole the puck
at mid ice and sent a pass to
sophomore defender Brooklyn Langlois. Gaining speed,
Langlois tipped a pass cross
ice through the slot, finding
Richards stick for the easy
chip into the net for the win.
It was an especially sweet
win for Richards, who commented on what the game
meant to her.
“This one is pretty big considering they’re our border rival. It’s definitely a pride win
for us,” she said.
Black Bears tally three in
third to top Wildcats
UMaine completed the
sweep in the newest installment of the Border Battle with
a 3-1 decision Sunday afternoon.
Richards tallied her third
goal of the weekend to help
boost the Black Bears to their
first two-game win streak of
the season.
The physicality from Saturday’s matchup continued
today, and both teams battled
hard for every inch on the ice.
Both the first and second period remained scoreless, with
New Hampshire owning the
shots on net category by a total
of 20-17 through 40 minutes.

arc.
UMaine took a 56-36 lead
into the break.
“Maine came out hotter
than any team I have seen
in a long time and just hit a
barrage of 3s,” UMBC head
coach Aki Thomas said. “We
were hoping the half would
end quickly so they would
just cool off.”
The Terriers came out with
more energy in the second 20
minutes, beginning the half
on a 19-6 run that cut the
lead to seven through the first
eight minutes.
Their success early in
the second half was largely
due to senior forward Chase
Plummer, who chipped in 7
points and a thunderous dunk
to cap the run.
The Black Bears seemed
to wake up at the 10-minute mark as Pollard drove
through two Terriers for an
easy layup to give UMaine a
three-point lead.
UMBC freshman guard
Rodney Elliot converted a
layup on the next possession
before Plummer’s pull-up 15footer gave the Terriers a 6665 lead following a Pollard
miss at the other end.
The Black Bears and Terriers traded shots for four
minutes in which there were
six lead changes. Valjarevic
broke things open at the 4:03
mark with a deep 2 followed
by a Mackey layup and a Valjarevic 3 to give the Black
Bears a 5-point lead.
The Black Bears held
on for the last two minutes
thanks to clutch free throw
shooting from Reid-Knight.
Reid-Knight finished with 10
points and six assists.
“Troy is a big shot-maker,
a big playmaker,” UMaine
head coach Ted Woodward
said. “Down the stretch he
gave us a little bit of balance and kind of calmed us
down.”
Valjarevic added 18 to go
along with four rebounds.
“It is always about the next
play,” Valjerivic said. “You
have to think like that and
forget about what happened.
You cannot worry about what
happened before because you
can’t change that.”
UMaine got the scoring
started early in the third period.
In the offensive zone, junior wing Hailey Browne
passed to senior wing Kayla
Kaluzny, who sent a shot past
New Hampshire freshman
goaltender Ashley Wilkes for
her first tally of the year.
“I knew once we got better
with puck decision throughout the course of the game
that we’d be able to score,”
Reichenbach said.
The Black Bears took a
two-goal lead when Richards
added her tally, the eventual
game-winner, just moments
later.
The sophomore took control of a loose puck and skated
up ice, sending a shot soaring
past Wilkes’ glove for Richards’ team-leading 12th goal
of the season.
“It was really up and down
on the ice [before Richards’
goal], but once we had the
right mind set, I knew we
could pull it off,” Reichenbach said.
The Wildcats responded
with a goal of their own with
roughly five minutes remaining.
McDonald was penalized
for hooking, and the Wildcats
set up their power play offense
quickly after the ensuing faceoff. UNH finally found twine
when junior wing Jenna Lascelle passed the puck out to
sophomore center Heather
Kashman who ripped a shot
past Treacy to tighten the
score at 2-1.
Wilkes was pulled in the
closing moments in a final attempt to knot things up, but
Kirkup took the wind out of
their sails. Langlois gained
possession of the puck and
sent it up to Browne who connected with Kirkup for the
easy empty-netter with 90 seconds remaining in regulation.
New Hampshire outshot
Maine in the contest 33-26.
Treacy had a good day in net,
stopping 32 of the 33 pucks
that came her way. Wilkes
stopped 23 of the 25 shots that
came her way for the Wildcats.
New Hampshire also out-performed UMaine on the power
play, converting one of their
three chances while UMaine
went 0-4.
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Scores from around
the Conference

B

Tues. Feb. 4

Upcoming Games

Men’s basketball @ Vermont, 7
p.m.

Wed. Feb. 5

Women’s basketball @ Vermont,
7 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 8

Track and field @ Valentine’s
Classic @ BU, 2 p.m.
Men’s hockey @ Notre Dame,
7:30 p.m.

BAskETbAll
WOMEN
1/29  UMaine                              73
1/30

2/1

UNH                                   74              
Stony Brook                     51
Albany                              66
Binghamton                     54
UMass-Lowell                  65                   
UMBC                               48
UMaine                             61
Albany                              69
Vermont                            52
                                              

Sat. Feb. 9

2/2

UNH                                  72                
Binghamton                     53
Hartford                            61
Stony Brook                     48
                           

Track and field @ Valentine’s
Invitational @ BU, 10 a.m.
Track ad field @ UNH, 11 a.m.
Swimming and diving @ Maine
Meet @ Bates, 11 a.m.
Men’s basketball @ Binghamton, 2 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey @ Vermont, 4 p.m.
Men’s hockey @ Notre Dame, 8
p.m.

Sun. Feb. 10

Women’s basketball vs. Binghamton, 2 p.m.

IcE HOckEy
mEN
1/31

2/1

BC
2
Providence
0
Merrimack
2
UMass-Lowell
4
BU
3
UMass (F/OT)                     3
Notre Dame
2
UNH
4
Notre Dame
2
UNH
5

UMass-Lowell
Merrimack

4
0

AThlETEs Of
ThE WEEk

BAskETbAll

Each week, the MEC Sports Staff picks
a male and female athlete to highlight:

MEN
1/29  UNH                                  60

2/1

UMaine                             68                   
Hartford                            60
Vermont                            67  
Albany                              77
Stony Brook                     67
Binghamton                     61
UMBC                               73  
UMaine                             83         
UMBC                               80

Stony Brook                       56
Hartford                              52
UMass-Lowell                     62
Binghamton                        55
Albany                                 45
Vermont                               55

Wilson Adams
Senior, Track and Field
Adams broke a 50year-old weight toss
record to highlight the
men’s track and field
team’s 14 first-place finishes in their first meet at
the newly renovated New
Balance Field House this
past weekend. Adams
threw a distance of 6207.25, breaking Richard
Nason’s 61-00.05 mark
set back in 1964.

Sudoku
Solution

Crossword
Solution

Audra Richards
Sophomore, WIH
Richards added to
her team lead in goals
scored this season when
she potted three in the
sweep of rival UNH over
the weekend. She tallied
two in the first game on
Saturday — the first to
tie the game at two goals
apiece with less than 43
seconds remaining in
regulation, and the second to seal the win in
overtime. Richards’ third
goal of the weekend, and
12th of the year, would

hold up as the eventual game-winner in the
Black Bears’ 3-1 win
Sunday afternoon.
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